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Alumni
of the year

!
Robert H. Muilenburg

Ronald G. Korver

Northwestern chose Robert H.
Muilenburg of Seattle, Ronald G.
Korver, who lives in Tokyo, and Robert
Hoogeveen of Sheldon, Iowa, as
"Alumni of the Year;" they received
their awards at a banquet held at
Homecoming.
Mr. Muilenburg was selected for

"Distinguished Professional Achievement." He is Executive Director of
Hospitals for the University of
Washington.
Mr. Korver was chosen for
"Distinguished Service to Northwestern
College." He is a teacher at a high
school in Tokyo, and has established an
exchange program for students at the

Robert Heogeveen

school, so they may spend time in
homes in the United States.
Mr. Hoogeveen was chosen for
"Distinguished Service to His Community." He is the Executive Director
of Village Northwest Unlimited and is
a former principal of the Sheldon Community Schools.

From the
Office
of the
President
Dear Alumni and Friends of
Northwestern
College:
This is the first of what I hope will
be rather regular opportunities
for me
to communicate
with you about matters

pertaining to the life of the college.
You are our most important
resource
and we trust that you will enjoy staying
abreast of what is happening
at
Northwestern.
Although I have been on campus for
only two months, I have formed some
initial impressions
of this institution.
Most all of them are favorable. I am
impressed initially with the quality of
people on campus; a dedicated Board of

Trustees, a competent administrative
team, quality support personnel, a
talented faculty, and 859 students with
college level abilities. OUf greatest
resource is people. Although our student
enrollment
has dipped slightly from last
year, the quality of this year's freshman
class is better than ever. The average
ACT score has increased to 21.7 comparing very favorably with a national
average of 18.
After several years of study under
funding from the Northwest
Area Foundation, a new curriculum
has been implemented.
There is very definitely a
scholarly atmosphere
on campus. Faculty members who are combining
research and writing with quality
teaching are leading this effort. In addition to a strong curricular
program,
there are many opportunities
for student involvement
in co-curricular
activities. Just this past spring our theatre
department
play entitled Skin of Our
Teeth advanced to the regional finals of
the American College Theatre Festival.

The football team has been ranked #1
in the nation in Division II NAIA since
the beginning of the year. 1 am impressed with the quality of our
academic program and believe that the
co-curricular
opportunities
enhance the
overall educational
experience
for
students on campus.
A third impression
that I have concerns the campus facilities. There are
many marvelous buildings on our campus; others do not measure up to the
standards we would like to have. One
such building is our chapel. Most likely
all of you have heard of the current
Call to Commitment
Phase II campaign
which is generating
monies for the construction of a new Chapel/Performing
Arts Center.
This campaign
is proceeding
with
great emotion and with a most gratifying response. To date, over 4 million
dollars have been raised for this
project. We are in the midst of national
campaign dinners and personal solicitations which we hope will generate the
remaining
funds thus permitting
us to
accept a quarter million dollar
challenge grant from the Kresge Foundation and allowing the Board of
Trustees to proceed with confidence
toward a spring groundbreaking.
One apparent paradox concerns me. I
sense an overwhelming
loyalty of
Northwestern
alumni for their alma
mater. This is as it should be. I was
somewhat shocked, therefore, when I
discovered
that only eight percent of
Northwestern
alumni contribute
on an
annual basis to the college. At most
quality institutions
the percentage
is
much nearer fifty. It is crucial that the

percent of alumni giving more nearly
matches what I perceive to be their
overall affection for this institution.
It
is very difficult to attract outside
funding if we cannot document the enthusiastic and widespread
support of
those who know us best-our
alumni.
Can we count on you to support us
with your year-end charitable
giving
this year? Certainly, we pledge
ourselves to be good stewards of the
money entrusted to us. Our primary
need is for the annual fund which
allows us to keep the cost of a
Northwestern
College education within
reach of all students who want to come
here. If, in addition, you can assist us
with our capital projects like the
Chapel/Performing
Arts Center, we
would be most appreciative.
Our mission at Northwestern
is to
provide a quality, distinctively
Christian education.
Each student who comes
to Northwestern
is special, and our expectation
is that each one will be successful. Will you be an ambassador
for
Northwestern
by encouraging
talented
young people to attend here? Our goal
is to assist all of our students in becoming what God intends them to be.
To Him be the glory,

P .S. For your convenience
I am attaching an envelope in the center of
this issue for your annual operating
fund contribution.

Inaugural speaker
cites Abraham as
model for leadership
"I know you are here today because
of your belief that God called you, and
it is precisely this sense of 'calling' that
gives strength to leadership," declared
Rev. Dr. Edwin Mulder, the General
Secretary of the Reformed Church in
America, to Dr. James E. Bultman, the
new president in his inaugural address
on October 22.
Dr. Mulder went on to describe
Abraham as an Old Testament "model
for leadership," citing his obedience to
God's call to leave his home and obey
God's will for him. "Leadership is a
calling to be a servant," he said. "The
second trait of a good leader is openness to the future. Abraham went forth,
not knowing where he was to go. Obviously here was a man who was open
to the future," Dr. Mulder said.
He listed as the third trait of a good
leader the exercise of courageous faith.
"The Bible has its 'Hall of Faith' and
Abraham made it on the first ballot,"
Dr. Mulder declared.
"Devotion to a great purpose is the
fourth trait of leadership demonstrated
by Abraham," Dr. Mulder said. "God
told Abraham that he would be a blessing to the nations ...We know he was
devoted to a great purpose." He than
declared, "Northwestern College exists
for a great purpose. It exists to produce
graduates with a Christian perspective,
with a Christian commitment, who can
take their place in a world of
technology. Students at Northwestern
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President Bultman responds to inaugural address.

are formed as well as informed ...Their
gifts are evoked, affirmed and
cultivated. Students are challenged to
ask the HARD questions and are gi yen
VALUES," he declared.
Dr. Mulder listed as the fifth trait of
a good leader "vision." He cited
Abraham '8 persistence in looking forward to a city whose builder is God.
"He had a vision of the Kingdom of
God, and he worked toward it," he
said.
"The president of a college has the
responsibility for assessing what the
future may bring and for preparing the
college to meet that future," Dr. Mulder
said. "Jim, you've been called to build
upon the past, but you've also been
called to see a vision of the future of
this college. I have taken Abraham as a
model for your leadership. He had a
sense of calling, he was open to the
future, he was filled with courageous
faith, he was comitted to a great purpose, and he had a vision ...but he was
human. Leaders need care. Presidents of
colleges need to be cared for by the
trustees, faculty, staff and students. This
man is a gift to you. He is a very
special gin, as some of us know more
than you may yet know ....You can do a
great deal to support your president."
Dr. Mulder concluded, "Jim, we give
thanks that God has led you to accept
the challenge of the presidency of
Northwestern. My prayer today is that
we will not fail you."

President Bultman receives medallion from Don
VanDer Weide, Chairman of Board of Trustees.

In his response, President Bultman
said, "I am honored to be the seventh
president of Northwestern College ....lt
is with great humility and expectation
that I assume the challenges of the
presidency. This is a very good institution with a clear mission of providing a
quality, distinctively Christian, liberal
arts education. By design, faith and
learning blend here in a vital, dynamic
way ....1 am grateful that our students
live out this integration of faith and
learning while here on campus and then
in their careers ....Northwestern has
become a veritable goldrnine, producing
capable, productive people who will
make a difference in the world."

Homecoming
1985

Cotl'ee time at tbe WindmiU Park

Perfect weather, a colorful parade, an
exciting ending to the football game
and a banquet attended by about
300-these made for a great Homecoming Day.
The parade formed under cloudy
skies, but the sun broke through as
floats and the vehicles carrying
dignitaries moved up Central Avenue.
The "Red Raider," a knight in armor
on his fiery steed, appeared in the
parade again, after many years'

Ritsema, who directed the band from
1961 to 1980. Former members joined
the student musicians as the band
played at the football game. Before the
kickoff, Doug Van Berkum congratulated the three "Alumni of the
Year" and introduced the Homecoming
Queen and King, Laree Schiefen and
Jay McKinstrey, as well as former
queens and the coaches of the year
from area high schools.

absence.

after the game for cider and cookies;
they were entertained by a combo led
by Professor Ritsema. In the evening
they enjoyed a concert presented by the
Music and Theater Departments, then
attended a banquet.

Doug Van Beckum,

the Alum-

ni Director, and Bill Van Dyke, the
Alumni Association President, rode in
style in horse-drawn buggies. Student
clubs and many residence halls entered
floats.
This Homecoming featured the Silver
Anniversary celebration of the Concert
Band. and honored Professor Herbert

Alumni

gathered

The Saturday

in the Auditorium

night

banquet

in Fern

Smith Hall drew a large crowd.
Included among those honored were
three new members of the
Athletic Hall of Fame and three alumni
of the year.
Ronald Korver, class of 1946, Robert
D. Hoogeveen, class of 1956, and
Robert H. Muilenburg, class of 1964,
were named

the alumni

of the year.

Lyle Vander Werff, in presenting
Korver's accomplishments called him a

(Left)

Red
Raider

returns!

(Right)
Doug
readies
his buggy
for
parade

missionary, educator, Christian teacher
and international visionary. He has
been in Japan since 1948, teaching
English in a Japanese school and
heading an exchange program.
"He's interested in the spiritual
development of his students," Vander
Werff said. He said Korver was "the
fruit of his roots," and that in bringing
Christianity to the Japanese he has had
to deal with the scars of severe repression of Christianity in the past.
Hoogeveen, a former teacher and
school administrator, is the executive
director of the rapidly expanding
Village Northwest, operator of
Handicap Village.
"He inspired me to work as hard as
I've ever worked, he treated me as a
professional," presenter Doug Van
Berkum said. He was Hoogeveen's
neighbor and worked for him as a
teacher in Sheldon.
"He's an idea person and it shows.
He's attended six schools, graduated
from three of them and the only song
he knows is 'Go Northwestern',"
"1 really appreciate Northwestern a
great deal," Hoogeveen, a former board
of Trustees president, said, "It's a great

(Left) Professor Herbert Ritsema plays for guests.

(Right) President Bultman greets alumni at banquet.

place and the saddest thing is not
enough people know about it. It's an
outstanding place and we need to get
the word out. 1 respect the school and
this award."
Muilenburg is the executive director
of the University

of Washington

hospitals. "He's depended on his roots,
the way he's been a steward of his God
given skills," presenter Leon Koster
said. "His family cared, they knew the
value of life. They did things in God's
kingdom for his glory."
"If Northwestern had not been there,
I don't know where I would be today,"
Muilenburg said in a letter read to
those at the banquet.
The three named to the ath letic hall
of fame were Darrell Beernink, Fred
Brower and Debra (Hoogeveen) Mouw.
"Darrell was a young man I always
admired and had respect for," presenter
Paul Muyskens, a former coach said.
"He was a player's player, nobody I
coached was less selfish. He was a joy
to coach. He was intelligent, quick, had
great anticipation and was a fine floor
leader. "
Beernink is now a vice president and
actuary for State Farm Insurance in
Normal, Ill. He earned honors in football and basketball, being named to the
all-state basketball tournament twice.
"Perhaps my two years at
Northwestern were more important
than I realize," the 1957
Northwestern graduate said. "My
coaches Paul Muyskens and Paul Colenbrander gave me the Christian
leadership I really appreciate."
"She was a pleasure to coach," Mary
Ver Steeg said of Deb Mouw. "She's
the only woman who won 12 athletic
letters in three sports." She won allconference honors two years in basketball and four years in softball and was
captain of the volleyball team for two

years despite never having played the
sport in high school.
"What's important is how I
remember her as a person," Ver Steeg
said. "She was hard working and never
complained. She was team oriented and
unselfish."
Mouw said playing at Northwestern for Ver Steeg "taught me what
it meant to play under a Christian
coach, what it meant to play for
Christ."
"He influenced my life," Northwestern athletic director Les Douma
said of his days playing for Brower at
Sheldon High School. "He was more
than a coach, more than a teacher."
During Brower's coaching career, he
had a 151-60 basketball record and a
26-9 football record. During his playing
career he won honors in football and
basketball.
"Over the years Northwestern
athletics has had the privelege of having coaches who instill spirit," Brower
said. "I accept this award with
humbleness, this is a great group I'm
joining."
Professor Herbert Ritsema was
honored. After having had several
ensembles, Ritsema formed the first
concert band with 30 members in 1961.
Recollections were presented by three

former members of the band. Rev.
Leland Foreman presented his
memories of the 60s, "Half the band
was M-OC graduates and the baton
twirlers were always from Sioux
Center. Me. Ritsema was quiet yet
always encouraging. Through it all I
learned to see Christ a little more clearly."
Deb Tiemens, representing the 70s,
sang two songs in memory of her time
in the band. "My appreciation for
music grew tremendously. I learned it is
important when you belong to a group
of people that it take's everybody's best
effort."
"Every part of the group works
toward a goal. When a difficult section
falls into place, it feels wonderful,"
Steven Remington, representing the
I980s said.
College president Dr. James Bultman
also acknowledged a recent gift the
Ritsema family had made to the college
for music scholarships of $1,000 a year.
"It's an example of the abiding commitment he has made to Northwestern
and the music program," he said.
Ritsema was presented with a special
plaque for his contributions to the
school. He urged others to support the
college programs.
~;~::.;;"o~e~c:a~~
reportof Ihe banquet is from the Sioux County

N-Club honors coaches, former players
The N-Club honored seven area
coaches and members of three former
Northwestern teams at its luncheon on
October 26:
COACH OF THE YEAR AWARDS
Bob Van Es, basketball coach at
Sioux Center High School.
Alden Berkenpas, basketball coach at
Maple Valley High School.
COACHING ACHIEVEMENT
AW ARDS
Rod Hough, football coach at Graettinger High School.

Glenn Bouma, cross-country coach at
Unity Christian in Orange City.
Kent Eknes, wrestling coach at Rock
Valley High School.
Jim Johnson, football coach at Sioux
Center High School.
Tom Estes, basketball coach at Little
Rock High School.
Teams honored at the lunch were the
1964-65 and 1975-76 men's basketball
teams, and the first organized women's
basketball team, which played in the
1969-70-71 seasons.

During depression, teacher traded
garden produce for groceries,
tutoring services for half a hog
Editor's note: Mrs. Anna (Rylaarsdam) Lauerman, (Academy '32, Junior College '34) suggested we ask
former Professor BE Fah! to recall his days at Northwestern.
Do you reeegnlae
from 1930's.

anyone?

Pror. Fahl says group may be

by B.E. Fahl

My wife Alice, myself, and our twoyear-old son arrived in Orange City in
August of 1929. At that time Northwestern was known as "Northwestern
Classical Academy and Junior College,"
and Dr. Jacob Heemstra was the president. There were two buildings:
Zwemer Hall and the gymnasium (now
the chapel). The gym had rooms for
other activities at the ground level, and
also served as a location for dramatics
and other large public events.
My area of activity was chemistry
for the college freshmen, plus some
math classes at the academy level.
Since the school did not have a yearround maintenance man, I was able to
take charge of maintenance during the
summers. This provided us some muchneeded income during the vacation
months. All janitorial duties were in the
hands of students.
Both Alice and I were accustomed to
having gardens, and I always had a
pretty good one. During the hardest
years, the depression of the 30's, we
had a large garden on the school
property just east of the gym. There we
planted many vegetables, especially
potatoes, sweet corn and Kentucky
Wonder pole beans.
One year when gifts to the school
were down and salaries also were
down, I rigged up a wooden carrier on
the back bumper of our Model A, and
when we went grocery shopping I carried along a couple of gunney sacks of
potatoes (Irish Cobblers). We could
trade them in Orange City or LeMars
for other food items.
One year the school was unable to
pay salaries for several months, but we
didn't really suffer. During the butchering season some farmers gave us cuts of
meat. The business people in general
extended credit to us, which often took

a long time to payoff. However, the
bills did get paid when the financial
picture improved.
I recall talking to friends of ours in
the Baltimore area in the late 50's
about the depression, and they told us
of walking up and down the railroad
tracks to pick up coal so their families
had some heat. We were never in that
sort of a predicament. Our house was
drafty, so we shut off the parts we
didn't use, but the coal bill grew and
grew. Eventually it was paid off.
Another device used by some
businesses was to make a donation to
the school of a faculty member's bill.
This was then entered as salary paid.
We rented out a room to a faculty
member, to our mutual benefit. I should
say that this lasted quite a few years
and involved two friends.
For a period of time Alice made a
special contribution to the family
welfare by baking a few loaves of
"wheat bread" weekly for several folks
we knew. She also served lunch to four
young women who preferred home
cooking to the food at the local lunch
counters.
And the farmers were suffering.
Some said that it was cheaper to burn
their corn than to shell it and sell it,
and then buy fuel. One fall we traded
tutoring of a young man for half of a
young hog. The County Home
Demonstration Agent was always
helpful. She would have public
workshops on "putting-up" vegetables,
fruits and meat. We had many a quart
of tomatoes, beans or corn that had
been processed by the boiling-water
system (there weren't any pressure canners then). We also followed her advice
on canning meats, using methods that
would be frowned on today.
However, we never had any food
sicknesses, and we did certain ly enjoy

those canned products. When we moved
from Iowa to Arkansas we took a
number of cases of food with us in the
back seat of our car, along with our
three children. It travelled well.
During the season of mature
vegetables our boys would load up their
coaster wagon with sweet corn or
tomatoes and go down the street selling
corn for 10¢ a dozen, and a corresponding price for tomatoes. One year
our Kentucky Wonders were especially
prolific and we sold them for making
"snei bontjes" at one dollar per bushel.
We had a student whose father had a
grocery store and he traded groceries
for tuition vouchers.
The most interesting innovation in
financing was the issuance of bonds to
the faculty to cover unpaid salaries.
Anthony Te Paske, an attorney who
was a member of the Board of Trustees,
purchased the bonds from faculty people who preferred not to keep them to
maturity.
Naturally we "made do" with as few
clothes as possible. That meant one outfit for school and one outfit for church.
One year when things were "tight" 1
was able to buy a second-hand suit,
that fitted me fairly well, for about
$7.00. In those years we had chapel
every day upstairs in Zwemer Hall, and
I was usually on the little dais to lead
the singing. The morning that I showed
up with my "new" suit I got a big
round of applause from the students.
There were a number of reasons why
Northwestern weathered the hard times
of the 30's. Everybody was hurting, and
all understood the problems of the other
fellows. There was always a strong
spirit of good will for Northwestern.
There was complete faith in God and in
His ability to care for His people on
the part of the local churches and the
Board of Trustees.

Board hears President,
decides to seek bids
on Chapel/Performing Arts Center
The Board of Trustees, meeting
recently on the campus, heard a report
from President James Bultman and
made a decision to seek bids for the
construction of the new Chapel/Performing Arts Center.
Here are the main points of Dr.
Bultman's report:
"Northwestern's greatest resource is
people. I'm grateful for a Board of
Trustees comitted to the mission of the
college, for a competent staff and administrative team with broad expertise,
a faculty dedicated to their task of
permeating an excellent curriculum
with Christian perspective, and 859
students with college-level abilities who
are intent upon making their mark for
Christ in this world. People are not only our greatest resource at Northwestern, but also the greatest resource
which ANY institution has.
"We have a very clear understanding of and commitment to our
mission. It is to provide a quality,
distinctively Christian, liberal arts
education. We are interested in the
development of the whole person-mind, body and spirit, and in providing
opportunities that will help young men
and women be all that God intends
them to be.
"The purpose of life is to glorify
God. We glorify Him best when we do
our best. We praise Him most clearly
when we use the talents He has given
us in ways that will further His
kingdom on earth. We need to transcend the tyranny of mediocrity.
"From the Secretary of Education,
from national study groups, from
business executives and school
superintendents there has been recent
unparalleled support for the type of
education we offer at Northwestern-a
liberal arts education, which provides a
foundation, breadth and interrelatedness, thus freeing man to be all
that God intended him to be. Our
students are free to stretch, to question,
to imagine, to succeed and, yes, even to
fail, all in a supportive environment.
Yet Northwestern is more than a liberal
arts college. We pride ourselves on being distinctively Christian. All we do is
permeated by Christian perspective.
"We're embarking on an exciting
new curriculum this year. I'm im-

pressed with the thoroughness with
which this project was carried out and
with the achievement of important
goals. This thorough, grass-roots effort
involved the entire campus community
in a project which is at the heart of
what we are all about as an institution.
"Much of college experience comes
from the co-curricular program; we
have a program of which we can be
proud.
"We expect that every student will
be successful here, and we have left no
stone un turned to ensure this; it is
necessary not only because we must
maintain our enrollment, but also
because it is the right thing to do. We
have a freshman class of 272, as opposed to 290 last year. This is a
talented class, with an ACT composite
score of 21.7 compared with a score of
21.1 last year; 21 percent of our
freshmen were in the top 10 percent of
their high school graduating class, and
51 percent ranked in the top 25 percent.
"We're developing ever more adequate physical facilities; the new
Chapel/Performing Arts Center will be
a magnificent addition, highlighting the
centrality of the Chrsitian faith in our
mission and demonstrating our resolve
to honor God in all we do.
"My personal goals for the coming
year are to:
-Stabilize enrollment at 850 (fulltime equivalent).
-Balance the current-fund budget.
-Start construction of the
Chapel/Performing Arts Center.
-Dcvelop a positive spirit of trust on
campus.
-Improve the compensation package
for college employees.
-Coordinare delivery of a quality
academic and co-curricular program
which lends integrity to our mission
statement.
-Engage in appropriate institutional
planning which will enable us to accomplish our mission.
After hearing the president's report,
the trustees spent time discussing plans
for constructing the new Chapel/Performing Arts Center, particularly a
strategy for completing the fund-raising
campaign. Don Vander Stoep, the Vice
President for Development, and Wayne

Andrea Van Beek and Dave Van
Engelenhoven; new alumni on Board of
Trustees

Kooiker, the Vice President for Financial Affairs, gave details of fundraising
activities and plans and presented a
cash-flow analysis. After lengthy
discussion and a recess the trustees
voted to empower the executive committee to approve the construction
documents when the architects submit
them shortly. They decided to invite
bids from contractors during November
and to consider them in late December.
They also decided to extend the campaign for funds through 1987. They affirmed that no construction contracts
will be signed until a minimum of $2
million in cash is on hand.
After the meeting, Don Vander Stoep
said, "The board's action was a giant
step of faith. Their comments and endorsemen ts made clear their
confidence."
Phase II of the Call to Commitment
Campaign seeks four and a half million
dollars for constructing and furnishing
the Chapel/Performing Arts Center, as
well as half a million dollars for student
financial assistance and one and threequarter million dollars for operating the
building. To date, the campaign has
raised about $4,310,000. The campaign
also seeks two and a half million
dollars in endowments, and has raised
$1,178,913 to date. Don Vander Stoep
stated that, if funds are received as expected, the construction of the building
will begin next spring and will be completed in the fall of 1987. He noted that
the college recently received a quarter
of a million dollar grant from the
Kresge Foundation, the first such grant
the college has received from this
prestigious foundation.
The following new trustees were
elected this year; Rev. Larry Izenbart of
Sheboygan, Wis., Jim Koerselman of
Boyden, Iowa; Herlan Schut of Sioux
Center, Iowa; Andrea Van Seek and
David Van Engelenhoven of Orange
City, Iowa; and Forrest Van Oss of
Pella, Iowa.

Teachers trained at Northwestern encouraged
to treat students as 'created beings'
by Kathleen Kennedy

The training of teachers has long sustained Northwestern College. Education
courses were added to Northwestern
Classical Academy's curriculum in
1888. By 1938, 25 per cent of rural
schools in the area were being supplied
by Northwestern graduates, according
to Gerald De Jong in "From Strength to
Strength", his history of the college.
And in the mid-70s, about 75 per cent
of Northwestern's graduates had been
trained as teachers.
Although the percentage has dropped
to 40 per cent in the last decade, in
part because of the drop in the number
of school-age children, and by 1990
may fall to 33 per cent, according to
Prof. Ronald Juffer, this proportion is
still much higher than the national college average of about II per cent.
The importance of educating teachers
can be taken for granted, as programs
in new disciplines gain attention. The
decline in the number of students at
Northwestern seeking teacher training
cannot be seen as due to complacency
on the part of education professors.
They have initiated new courses and
programs that have strengthened and
diversified the training that students

receive, and this is a sign of increasing
vitality in the department.
In the past two years, two new "subprograms" have received endorsement
from the State of Iowa: early childhood
education and reading. These, added to
the IO-year-old program in special
education for the mentally retarded,
give education students an opportunity
to specialize beyond their elementary or
secondary certification. In these days of
tight school budgets, it is increasingly
advantageous for students to offer
broader qualifications to employers.
Furthermore, these three programs
reflect students' growing interest in
these specialties.
Northwestern, however, is not the
only school to offer specialized training, and, as Prof. Juffer points out, the
State requirements for certification
mean that the kinds of courses offered
by Iowa colleges and universities are
fairly uniform. What then does Northwestern give students they can't get in
dozens of other schools?
Professor Ron Juffer cites several
factors which contribute to a strong
program, and Professor George Stickel
sees as strengths the two distincti ves

Patty Olson, Class of '8S, with one of her students at Kinsey Elementary Scbool in Sioux
Center.

Northwestern claims for its overall program-a strong liberal arts emphasis
and a Christian approach to learning.
Professor Stickel, who joined the
faculty two years ago, says, "There's a
genuine concern in the department for
integration of faith and learning. We
respond to students and encourage them
in turn to respond to their students in a
way that acknowledges that they are
created beings, something special. We
have a concern for the whole student,
not just for the teaching of mathematics
or social studies or language arts; a
child is more than an organism, and is
in fact a being in God's eyes."
Most education graduates will teach
in public schools where they will have
varying degrees of freedom to express
their Christian faith. Professor Keith
Hoskins emphasizes being a Christian
role model in discussion with his
students, and Prof. Judith Vander Wilt
believes the sense of hope a Christian
has will permeate his or her teaching.
She explains that a Christian gradeschool teacher, for example, will address children's fear about a nuclear
holocaust in a different way than many
non-Christians, and that a Christian
teacher will exhibit the hope that
comes from a belief that this is God's
world, not man's. Prof. Vander Wilt,
who joined the faculty last year, hopes
to do more research in the area of
society's core values and how they can
be upheld and reinforced in public
education.
Although some critics charge that
Christian education is plagued by intolerance of varying opinions and ideas,
Prof. Hoskins points out that students at
Northwestern can explore many approaches to education, including
humanist, theist, atheist and Christian
viewpoints, whereas secular colleges
and universities, in his experience, give
no attention to religion. "They don't
consider the spiritual or religious
dimensions of schooling," he says. "We
provide good exposure to alternative
styles of learning and teaching."
Another strength cited by Prof.
Hoskins is the practicum program in
which seniors are placed in classrooms
for from 8-16 weeks of student
teaching. In very large colleges,
Hoskins reports, students have limited
exposure to the elementary or secondary school classroom, since there are

too many students to place each one in
a classroom for such a long time.
The college has good rapport with
the area schools where student-teachers
are placed, and opportunities for
student-teaching farther afield are
growing. Last year, student teachers
were placed in the inner-city districts
in Minneapolis and Chicago, as well as
in the Applachians, and in Japan,
Ecuador, Mexico and Spain. For
students interested in cross-cultural experiences or in pursuing a career
abroad, this program is especially attractive. The faculty spends many hours
on country roads in northwest Iowa,
supervising the student-teachers' progress. (Unfortunately, perhaps, for the
professors, foreign countries recruit
local supervisors to monitor studentteachers, so there have been no trips to
Spain or Mexico in mid-January for
Northwestern faculty members.)

sian will improve, especially if talk
about ail-day kindergarten and free
education for four-year-olds becomes
practice.
Recently, the Northwestern education
curriculum has been strengthened in
traditional subjects such as math,
science, and reading, in part because of
the computer revolution, the "back to
basics" movement and the many news
items about high school graduates who
can't read, all of which have helped
kindle a renewed interest in excellence
in public school education. Prof.
Vander Wilt voices some concern that
the drive for excellence may result in a
system less sensitive to the needs of individuals. She wants teachers who
graduated from Northwestern to meet
society's demands for excellence,
without sacrificing the importance of
the individual.

New trends

The requirements for certification as
a teacher leave little time for extracurricular projects, but Northwestern
students are offered several opportunities to enrich their experience outside their courses before they face their
own students.
For the past four years, a young
author's workshop has been sponsored
by Northwestern and the State of Iowa.
It draws about 250 first-to-eighth
graders from a four-county region to
share their writing talents with each
other and with an invited children's
author. Education students are given
responsibility for guiding discussions
held by small groups of these students.
Another program that gives students
"real life" experience involves
mentally-handicapped
adults. Each year
for more than 10 years, some students
and faculty members have spent a
weekend with a group of handicapped
adults, encouraging their efforts to
function in society. Typically, the group
tours local attractions, such as the
K-Products factory in Orange City, then
travels to Sioux City for shopping and
entertainment, with an overnight stay
in a hotel.

Over the years, new trends in education have created interest in new programs. Since the special-education program was introduced about 10 years
ago, it has been very popular, and Prof.
Hoskins notes that the department is
toying with the idea of adding a second
special-education area, perhaps dealing
with the physically impaired. He explains that schools are combining
special-education classes to save money
and space, so that teachers who
specialize in more than one area are at
an advantage.
The other two "sub-programs" are in
their third year, and both reflect new
emphases in education. The subprogram in reading reflects a renewed
interest in a skill that has been
neglected in the past few decades.
Students who teach reading more than
half a day are required to take this program, and Prof. Juffer says that elementary school principals are increasingly
asking prospective teachers how many
reading courses they have taken.
Prof. Vander Wilt's speciality is
early-childhood education, and she
reports that this area is expected to
grow in the next 15 years. Although the
demand for daycare centers, preschool
and kindergarten classes is increasing,
society retains an attitude that "life
begins at age five," according to Prof.
Vander Wilt. Consequently, the earlychildhood education profession suffers
from relatively low prestige and low
salaries, although parents expect excellent care and training for their
children at this age. Prof. Vander Wilt
expects that conditions in the profes-

Enriched

experience

Faculty/student

contact

Two of the four full-time education
professors have been teaching at Northwestern since the mid-sixties; the other
two are recent additions. One of the
latter, Prof. Stickel, speaks with excitement of the sense of community that
has developed among the staff.
"Perhaps that is because we have different strengths and areas of interest,"
he surmises, "and yet our areas of
overlapping interest tend to complement and encourage us."

Diary from
Heartland
What happens when a Northwestern student
who has been "at the top of the totem pole" in
his major field of study does out to work with
top-notch professionals? Mark Burkitt has
given some answers in a "diary" he keeps
while working in Omaha with the Heartland
Sceoic Studios, who provide professional
theatre groups with technical support. One of
his jobs is working with a children's theatre
company which is presenting performances of
"Where the Wild Things Are." Here are some
excerpts from his diary:

Day 1
"I spent twelve anxious hours today
sitting in a small cubicle, afraid even to
blink in case it distracted me from the
job of running lights and sound for the
Emmy Gifford Children's Theatre."
Day 2
"1 got into trouble today. The shop
foreman, who is also the technical
director for most shows, chewed me out
for wasting time. I deserved it, but it
was very humilitating, nevertheless. I
really want to do well, but it is extremely difficult at times. At Northwestern I often was made to believe I
was one of the more experienced
carpenters in the theatre workshop (or
perhaps it was that I imagined myself
to be!). Though everyone at Heartland
is very friendly, I think I am very
much at the bottom of the totem pole
(maybe even in the basement under it).
This is due to lack of experience; it is
to be expected. But it is rough
sometimes.
Day 3
I had quite an experience today
working with union crews. The show, a
one-time performance (a fashion show
for a big store), went off without a
hitch. As we loaded trucks and rehearsed the show, 1 worked 14 hours straight
with only half an hour for "Iunch."
After the show it took over two hours
to strike the set.
Day 4
1 found out today that 1 had left
before the job was finished yesterday. 1
had a lame explanation: "1 thought the
work was all done."
Day 5
Today I got to "show my stuff."
They needed a brick wall. Steve
remem bered that I can work with
styrofoam, so my time was spent making "stones." I got to use a "hot knife"
(instead of the bread knife I used at
Northwestern). The "stone wall" got
Steve's approval. That made me feel
good. Even Brad, who is always grumpy, seemed to approve.

Ordinary activities become
new experiences when grad
crosses cultural barriers
by Jantne Calsbeek

"We are a pluralistic,

multicultural

society ...that is our greatest contribution
to the world community.
OUf success or
failure in trying to solve the problems
of such a society is very important
to

the bettering of the world." These are
the words of Warren Greving, who,
ever since he was a student at
Northwestern,
has been surrounded
by
people from other cultures.
After graduating
from Northwestern
in 1974, he served for a year as a
Reformed Church intern in Taiwan. He
then taught mathematics
in an Appalachian mountain community
in Ken-

tucky; taught Hispanics in Michigan;
worked on a master's degree in crosscultural

studies

at Fuller Seminary

in

California, where he attended an interracial church; then returned to Taiwan
with his wife, Jani Klein, who had
grown up in that country with her missionary parents. Warren, Jani and their
sons are now back in the United States;
Warren is studying computer science at
the University of Iowa, hoping for an
opportunity
to return to Asia.
"I love variety. I love change," he
says. "Taiwan or any other crosscultural situation is the most
stimulating
environment
for me; even
the ordinary everyday activities become
new experiences."
However, his first
experience
in Taiwan "was very
startling,"
he admits, "not just because
I had to discover other ways of doing
things, but also because I found that I
represented
only a very narrow part of
America."
"One would think that eating with
chopsticks
was possible," he continues,
"but definitely not superior to knives,
forks and spoons. After some time in
Taiwan, however, you may understand
that, from another point of view,
chopsticks may be superior. Eventually
you realize that neither has to be considered superior; with both, the world is
a much more interesting
place."
The flexibility and willingness to accept other cultures which Warren has

had to learn have made a dramatic
change in his life.
"For us as Christians,
it's most difficult to be flexible and to accept other
religions and world views," he suggests.
"We assert Christianity's
superiority,
or
at least its correctness.
If we take that
position, how can we learn to understand other people? I'm not sayng it's
impossible,
or that we should change
our Christian beliefs, but it does pose a
problem."
An old friend and classmate, Greg
Schoon, says Warren is soft-spoken
and
attentive, "a deep still well; if you don't
disturb the surface you won't discover
much more than reflections of your
own thoughts."
He says Warren would
rather probe the minds of others than
talk about himself. Obviously he's
fascinated with diversity; even in Iowa
City he has friends from around the
world.
"He always seemed attracted to the
common-type
folk," says Greg, recalling how Warren loved to wear his big,
old, hill-country-of-Kentucky-type
hat.
And Warren says of himself that he is
an idealist, "probably
irrepairably
so."
Warren and Jani were sent to Taiwan
in 1979 by the Reformed Church to
work with the Presbyterian
Church in
Taipei, the capital; they were assigned
to coordinate
student work after two
years of language study. Warren says
that this denomination,
because of its
Reformed faith, is involved in all
aspects of life in Taiwan, including
political and social. The Taiwanese
government
(which was driven from
mainland China by the Communists,
but still considers itself the legitimate
government
of all of China) views that
involvement,
like any opposition.
with
great suspicion. For years, that church
represented
the only legitimate organized body expressing difference
with
the government.
Warren says the
church has addressed some serious
problems, like industrial safety, the
disposal of nuclear waste, and the
responsibility
of the country to support
its population.
"That church is an ad-

r
Warren Orevfng '74 says that his lire has
changed dramatically since his college years,
largely due 10 his contacl with people of other
cultures. "Anything that contributes to diversity at Northwestern is an invaluable asset," he
says. "

vocate for the little people who don't
have a voice" he says.
But Warren became frustrated with
the way in which the church used personnel sent from overseas. "They were
simply left to do their own thing or
became symbolic figures," he says.
'This is far from the ideal which would
have them serve as co-workers
with
Taiwanese
nationals."
So after two years of language study.
Warren and Jani joined the faculty at
Taiwan Theological
College to teach
English as a second language, but continued their work orienting the RCA in,""JIIIlrI("(I""IWlll'''~''

About Taiwan
Taiwan is one-third
the size of Iowa.
Two-thirds
of the island are mountainous, so most of the 20 million
Taiwanese
are crowded into the other
one-third of the land. Taiwan is
"hyper-capitalist,"
and buildings seem
to sprout from the ground like weeds.
Many United States companies,
such as
Atari, have plants in Taiwan, because
professionals,
such as engineers, work
for one-third of the salaries paid to
their counterparts
in the U.S. The
economy of Taiwan is so closely tied to
that of the U.S. (hat Taiwan is often
referred to as "the fifty-first state."
Official figures show unemployment
is low, but much of it is hidden and not
included in government
statistics. The
differences
between the rich and poor
are not as great as in the U.S.: reforms
in the SOlS gave land to peasant fanners
and compensated
the landlords with
shares in agri-businesses.
Violent crime
is almost non-existent,
since very few
private citizens have weapons.

terns who arrived each year from the
United States.
Now he is back studying computer
science in Iowa City, hoping someday
to return to Asia. "This is a shift in my
life. I feel I don't want to work inside
the church anymore," he says. He explains that this is not simply because of
frustrations with the internal politics of
the Taiwanese church, but also because
he believes it is difficult for Christians
to earn credibility while inside a church
profession. "Many church workers have
no close non-Christian friends," he suggests. He admits this was true of
himself for awhile. "I feel I can be
more credible to the world around me
by earning my living in a secular profession," he says.
He also says he and his family have
received the most positive feedback
when they've been relatively quiet
about their Christian faith and allowed
others to observe it in their actions and
judgments. "Some people are preachers
or overt witnesses, but I've never been
comfortable with that. I'm satisfied to
be a Christian in a secular world
without being an overt promoter," he
says.
"Christians need to work harder at
seeking commonality with all the people on this planet," he continues. This
brings him to a discussion of his college
experience. "Northwestern was a very
positive experience; it gave me a firm
foundation and perspective on the
world," he says. In his sophomore year,
Warren spent a term at Iowa State, "I
returned because Northwestern was
much more people-centered," he says.
"However, colleges like Northwestern
tend to create a hot-house atmosphere,
where Christians are protected from the
world. This intention is good ...it gives
students time to mature, but it has the
disadvantage of breaking the ties with
the rest of humanity that Christians
need. I do not believe there is any
fundamental difference between Christians and non-Christians. We need to
understand that, and to build ourselves into
the world community on that basis, If
we don't, we invalidate the first part of
the phrase 'in the world, but not of the
world.' Our 'i n-ness' is an expression of
our commonality with the world. It is
also our reason for existence ...our
'saltiness.' For this reason, anything
that contributes to diversity at
Northwestern is an invaluable asset,
whether it be students from the city,
the East Coast, or another part of the
world,"

Class of 1985
Majors
Art
Behavioral Science
Biology
Business Economics
Business Education
Chemistry
Communication Studies
Elementary Education
English
French
Humanities
Humanities (Elem)
Library Science
Mathematics
Math-Physics
Music
Natural Science (Elem )
Philosophy
Physical Education
Political Science
Psych yology
Religion
Social Science
Social Science (Elem)
Social Work
Sociology
Spanish
Theatre
Theatre & Speech
Totals

Men
.5
8
35.5
4
.5
1.5
1.5
2
.5
1
.5
5
1.5
2
.5
1
7
2
1.5
3
1

Women
2.5
3.5
4
8
1
4.5
16.5
2
I

1
6.5
1
I

1.5

5.5
2
5

I

II

8
2
.5
.5

86

I

6
1.5
2
2
I
II

4

4

Total
Graduates
3
3.5
12
43.5
5
.5
6
18
4
1.5
2
7

I

.5
93

2
7
3
3
5
12
12
2
1.5
I

179

Total
Majors
4
4
13
45
5
I

7
36
4
2
2
14
2
6
2
2
4
2
14
3
10
4
3
10
12
15
3
2
2
233

(Note: Double majors are counted us .5)

Career Concentrations
Accounting - Industrial
Accounting - Professional
Agri-Business
Christian Education
Christian Theatre Ministries
Computer Science
Conservation of Natural Resources
Criminal Justice
Management - Financial
Management - General
Marketing
Mission Service
Totals

Men

Pre-Professional
Law
Medicine
Ministerial
Pharmacy
Physical Therapy
Totals

Men
1
3
4

I

4
4
3

Women
3
2
6
1

5
I
I

6
6
6
2
39

Total
4
6
4
9
1
5
I

2

17

3
7
7
7
2
56

Women

Total

I

1
I

I

3
4

I

I

9

1
10

Career Development Center statistics about graduates
4 attending seminary;
9 attending other graduate school
programs;
6 attending undergraduate school;
57 employed as teachers or in teachingrelated jobs (includes student
teachers);
89 employed in business, industry,

media, social service, medicine or
church work;
I not looking;
8 still looking;
5 no update available
This mea us almost 92.70/0 of our
graduates are either in graduate
school or are employed.

Focus on the faculty
Vince Thacker, the new
reference Ubrarian.

"Chaplain Doug Shepler, with his wife, Aleta,
daughter. Kirsten, and son, Os. The Shepters
have a baby daughter, Halee.

Professor Michael
read a paper entitled

Vander Weele
"Gadamer,
Ironic

Criticism and Kirkegaard"

at the

Midwest Conference
on Christianity
and Literature
at Notre Dame University.

Professor

Gary Weaver

attended

the

annual meeting of the Society for the
History of Technology
in Detroit and
the Conference
on Applied Ethical
Theory at Wheaton College.
Professor Sylvia Scorza wrote a
paper entitled "Deacons in the New

Testament"
Reformed

for the meeting of the
Church

Committee

on Ec-

clesiastical Office and Ministry in
Chicago.

Professor Steve Pederson of the
Theatre Department
had an article entitled "The Staging of The Castle of
Perseverance: Re-Analysis"
published
in the Theatre
Notebook,
a journal of
history and technique in the British
theatre which is published in London.
Professor Kathleen Marshall Pederson will have an article entitled An Experiment
in Computer-Assisted
French Reading
Instruction
published
in the winter volume of The Modern
Langnage
Journal.
Professor Jacob P. Ellens of the
History Department
will have an article
entitled Protestant
Dissent in Mid19th Century
England:
A House
Divided in the January issue of Fides
et Historia,
Professor Carl Vandermeulen
of the
Communications
Studies Department

also

Professor Eric Elder, who teaches Economics,
with his wife, Carolyn, and his son, David.
The Elders also have a son named Justin.

(who is also the adviser to the student
newspaper,
The Beacon) was the
keynote speaker at the annual convention of the Kansas High School Press
Association
in Manhattan,
Kansas. He
addressed about 1200 high school
publications
staff membes and their advisers on the topic Why Bother To Do
Good Journalism?
He also taught four
small-group
sessions-c-one
for advisers,
two for photographers
and one for
editors.
Professor Charles Canaan spent last
year at Arizona State University
in
Tempe. He completed course and
residency requirements
for his doctorate. His dissertation
proposal has
been accepted, and he has been admitted as a doctoral candidate.
He
received a Regents Scholarship
and a
Choral Scholarship
at Arizona State,
and he has been awarded a Graduate
Student Research Grant to help finance
his work on his dissertation.
Professor Ron Takalo has written a
new line of computer software packages
for use by students of Spanish at home
or at school. The software, marketed
under the name "Senor T," was designed for the Apple 11 family of
rn icro-com pu ters.
Professor Jeff Taylor spoke on
"Mentorship"
as part of a panel discussion on faculty/student
relationships
entitled "How Close Is Too Close?" at the
annual convention
of the National
American
Theatre Association
Convention held in Toronto.

Colleen Baade is teaching
Spanish while Ron Takalo
is on a year's leave.

Professor Paul Bartlett attended a
class on "Prevention
and Care of
Athletic Injuries" at Washburn
University in Topeka, Kansas. He also attended a workshop on word processing
held at Buena Vista College.

An annual $1,000 scholarship
honoring Herman and Elizabeth Ritsema has
been established.
It will be awarded to
a student who plays a wind or percussion instrument.
The Ritsema family has been closely
associated with the college. Professor
Herbert Ritsema says that it seemed
particularly
appropriate
to establish the
scholarship
fund this year, since the
college celebrated
the 25th anniversary
of the concert band at homecoming.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Ritsema, Professor Ritsema's father and mother,
were residents of Momence, Ill. Mrs.
Ritsema, a widow, plans to move shortly to Holland, Mich.
The freshman, sophomore
or junior
receiving the scholarship
will be chosen
by a panel of two off-campus
judges at
an audition. The winner will be expected to participate
in a major campus
music organization.

Professor George Stickel presented a
paper on the theology of Henry Nelson
Wieman, particularly
his concept of rebirth as it applies to education,
at the
conference
or the Midwest Philosophy
of Education Society at Marquette
University.

Professor Marlene Abrahamsen has
received certification from the
Academy of Certified Social Workers,
based on references by professionals in
the field of social work, her experience
in the field and the results of an examination taken in June.
Professor Abrahamsen holds an
MSW degree from Washington University, and is currently on leave. During
her leave of absence she has been
working at the Area Education Agency
in Northwest Iowa.
Professor Glen Hegstad exhibited
photos of wildlife tracks in the Te
Paske Art Gallery. He took the photos
of the tracks made in sand and snow by
wildlife. The close-ups are full-color
studies of the textures and patterns
created by creatures in their natural
habitats. They become abstract relief
sculptures. Professor Hegstad titled the
photos with whimsical comments about
what he imagined the animals' activities could have been.
Professor John Kaericher of the Art
Department has been invited to exhibit
some of his etchings and drypoint
prints at eight galleries in Iowa and Illinois during 1985. In late January,
1986, he will hold a retrospective exhibition of drawings, prints and paintings in the Te Paske Art Gallery on the
campus.
Professor John Allen spent eight
weeks last summer doing research in
differential equations at Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute in Troy, N.Y. He
expects to include his research results
in his dissertation; he is a candidate for
a Ph.D. in Applied Mathematics.

Professor Ben Wiese reports that the
Council on Social Work Education has
decided to continue Northwestern's candidacy status for another year because
of the change in curriculum. This
means Northwestern will seek initial
accreditation in the 1986-87 academic
year. A representative of the council
will visit the campus in January.

Professor Bill Huisken and Professor
Ben Wiese attended the annual conference of the National Association of
Christians in Social Work in Grand
Rapids in October. They visited alumni
who were in the Social Work program:
Julie Wanken, Kelly Van Druenen,
Melanie McCue and Ron Cordes.
Northwestern has offered the education
necessary to receive a BA in Social
Work since 1980, and 42 students have
completed the requirements to become
professional social workers. Professor
Wiese reports that there are many opportunities for careers in social work in
a wide variety of jobs, and that Northwestern students are working in
medical social work, mental health, law
enforcement, community organization,
geriatric social work, public welfare,
children's counselling and pregnancy
counselling.

Seven faculty members and two
students attended the Nobel Conference
on ''The Impact of Science on Society"
at Gustavus Adolphus College. Professors Gary Weaver, Wayne Norman,
Peter Hansen, Mary Vander Maten, Ian
Johnston and Harold Hammerstrom and
students Russ Verburg and Kathryn
Hess attended the conference.

Three new staff members
Sheryl Koster began working in the
Admissions Office on Sept. 4. Sheryl,
her husband Roger and their two
children live on a farm north of Orange
City. She is active in church and community affairs, namely 4-H, and is
presently a member of the Floyd Valley
School Board.
Carol Bogaard, from Orange City,
also joined the Admissions staff. Carol's
is a three-fourths time position, with
major responsibilities in word processing. Carol, her husband Dave and three
children also live on a farm near
Orange City. Carol, who graduated
from Northwestern, has also been very
active in church, college and community affairs.

...

Linda Vander Malen, Ihe new Director of"
the Career Development Center.

Professor George De Vries, his wife
and their young son, Nathan, traveled
extensively in the Netherlands for four
weeks last summer, several of them
with Professor Earle W. Kennedy and
his wife, Cornelia, absorbing Dutch
culture. The two families also traveled
to Paris, where they stayed in the Latin
Quarter (near the Sorbonne) for the
better part of a week, visiting various
historic spots.

Kim Utke Schouten directed
northwest Iowa high school singers for
their pre-All-State rehearsal. Included
were works by Gallus Handel, Berlioz
and Brahms. The event was sponsored
by the Iowa Choral Directors Association.

Professor Carl Vandermeulen and a
group of students who are English majors attended a conference on "Faith
and Fiction" at Wheaton College in
October. They had the opportunity to
speak with authors and literary critics.
Professor Michael Vander Weele says
the English Department has been encouraging its students to attend such
meetings, and that it co-sponsored the
Conference on Christianity and
Literature three years ago on our campus to spark interest among those majoring in English.

Prof. Mike Yoder has had two articles published in the October 1985
Mennonite Quarterly Review, a
scholarly journal devoted to historical
and sociological research on Mennonites. An article entitled "Findings
from the 1982 Mennonite Census"
gives comprehensive results from a
denominational census for which he
served as director. A second article, coauthored with Prof. Leo Driedger and
Peter Sawatzky of the University of
Manitoba is entitled "Divorce Among
Mennonites: Evidence of Family
Breakdown." While finding that
divorce has risen among U.S. and
Canadian Mennonites, the article
reveals that among Canadians (where
national data are available by
denominational affiliation) persons with
membership in a Mennonite or Reformed church have lower divorce rates
than members of any other major
Canadian denominational groups.

SPORTS NEWS
FOOTBALL
As we go to press it seems certain
that the Red Raider football team will
be in the national playoffs in NAIA
Division II for the fourth time.
The final game of the regular season
was played away under terrible conditions, on a baseball field that had been
turned into a quagmire even before the
game began. Thus made it almost impossible for either team to play its normal game, and the result was a
scoreless tie against eighth-ranked St.
Ambrose, giving the Raiders a season
record of 8-0-1.
Barry Brandt, the Raider's offensive
coordinator, in an interview after the
final game, said, "I was satisfied. They
made a good effort, considering the
conditions, which made the game
almost un playable. The passing game
was eliminated, and it was tough to run
because the players could hardly
stand. "
The first-round playoff schedule will
be released on November 17, according
to Les Douma, the Athletic Director.

1985 WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL
The 1985 volleyball season can be
characterized as a real learning experience. The team learned how to deal
effectively with victory and defeat.
They learned the importance of
readiness, concentration and maximum
effort in relationship to volleyball, but
more important in relationship to a life
serving Christ.
The team had a 4-6 record in the 10Kota Conference and was 10-21
overall. Cristy Sensenbaugh made the
All-Conference first team.

MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY
The team was second in NAJA
District IS. Jeff Vander Berg placed
fourth and qualified for the nationals.

BASKETBALL
Men
Women
The Red Raider basketball team
Led by senior captain Sherri Hotze,
hopes to improve on its 11-17 record of
the Red Raiders will feature depth and
1984-85 with the return of 7 letter winquickness. Balance scoring from six
ners. Leading the way is 3 year letter
returning letterwinners will be a real
winner and All District 15 members,
key to the success of the Raiders. ScorDoug Brunsting. Also, returning is 6'9"
ing leaders Karmen Woelber, 16.3
sophomore Kevin Van Veldhuizen.
points, sophomore; Wendy Stonehocker,
These two returnees, along with Bill
sophomore, 14.8 points; Sherri Hotze,
Francis, sixth man in '84-'85, should
senior, 14.3 points; and Ann Walker,
lead the Raiders throughout the '85-'86
junior, 11.8 pts., will give the Raiders
season. Several sophomores also appear
the inside-outside game they will need.
to be challenging for starting positions.
Other letterwinners Sue Van KlompenGreatest weaknesses in the 1984-85
burg, sophomore, and Jackie Simcox,
year were rebounding and defense. If
junior, will add to the experience factor
NW can develop its underclassmen and
for the Raiders. The freshman group
work to eliminate its weaknesses, they
looks to be talented and quick: Melinda
will be an exciting team to watch as
Mellema-5'I I", Teri Van Wechel-5'8",
the 1985-86 year progresses.
Lori Ford-5'7", and Kathy
Christians-6'0", have looked good in
Nov.20 Dakota Wesleyan.
. . Home
fall workouts. The right ingredient of
Nov.22 Midland Lutheran
Home
experience and youth could be a real
NOY.26 Dana.
. .. Home
asset to the Red Raiders.
Nov.29-30
Morningside Tournament
(M'side, NW, Westmar, Wayne St.)
Nov.19 Sioux Falls College .....
Home
Dec. 4 Sioux Falls College .....
Home
Nov.21 Dakota Wesleyan Univ .. Home
Dec. 7 Northwest Missouri State Home
Nov.23 Dakota State
Away
Dec. I I Wayne State
Away
Nov.29 Thanksgiving Classic
Home
Dec. 13 Mount Marty
Home
Nov.30 Thanksgiving Classic
Home
Dec.14 SW Minnesota State
Away
Dec. 3 Augustana
Away
Jan.3-4 NW Holiday Tournament
Dec. 7 Wayne State
Away
(NW, Dordt, Peru St., Hastings)
Dec. 9 Dakota Wesleyan Univ
Away
Jan. 7 Midland Lutheran
. Away
Dec.12 Univ. of South Dakota
Away
Jan. 10 Missouri Western
Away
Jan.3-4 NW Basketball Tourney. Home
Jan. 11 Tarkio
Away
Jan. 10 Missouri Western
Away
Jan. 15 BriarCliff*.
Away
Jan. II Graceland.
. Away
Jan. 18 Dordt*
Home
Jan. IS Briar Cliff.
Away
Jan. 22 Westmar*
Away
Jan. 18 Morningside.
.
Home
Jan. 24 Mount Mercy*
Home
Jan. 23 Dordt
Away
Jan. 25 Iowa Wesleyan*
Home
Jan. 25 Westmar
Away
Jan. 29 Mount Marty
Away
Jan. 28 Mount Marty.
.
Away
Feb. I Dordt*.
.
Away
Feb. I Briar Cliff
Home
Feb. 5 Buena Vista. .
. .. Away
Feb. 5 Southwest State, MN
Away
Feb. 8 Grand View*
Home
Feb. 8 Dordt ,
.
Home
Feb. 13 Morningside.
. . Away
Feb. 12 Briar Cliff* . . . . . . . . . Home
Feb. 15 Westmar*.
.Home
Feb. 15 Westmar.
Home
Feb.2l Marycrest*.
.
Away
Feb. 17 Mount Marty.
. .. Home
Feb.21 Marycrest.
. . Away
Feb.22 St. Ambrose
Away
*NAIA Iowa Conference game
Feb.22 St. Ambrose.
. . Away

MEN'S WRESTLING
Three returning national qualifiers
will provide the nucleus for the
relatively young wrestling team.
The Red Raiders first home meet is
set for Nov. 26 against Westmar.
MEN'S GOLF
The men's golf team finished a successful 24 win-12 loss season with a
2nd place finish in the NAIA District.

WOMEN'S GOLF
Northwestern placed 8th in the Briar
Cliff Invitational, 4th in the NAIA
District 15 Golf Meet, and 2nd in the
Io-Kota Conference Meet. Julie Juffer,
a senior from Sibley, earned
third place in the district meet. Julie
also was invited to the national Women
Small College Golf Invitational in Des
Moines, where she finished 2nd in the
Iowa Division and 4th overall.

You can help
turn this cornfield
into a chapel!
The "cornfield" was a faculty member's garden
plot on the site cleared for the new
Chapel/Performing Arts Center (see architect's
drawing below). Your donation in the envelope
clipped to the next page will help make this new
building a reality.

We suggest you DETACH the four
center pages of this issue.
The Editors

r---------------------------------SHEEP "ROUND-UP"

_

NOTIFICATION

___________________________

isn't lost.
Lost Alumni

The last I knew, he/she was

_
Aarsen, Johannes
Assink, Leon
Barnes, Karen
Black, Jayne
Carey, Donald P.
De Young, Bonnie
Docter, Harold J.
Duels, Steven
Folkert, Ronald
Gibson, Deanne
Givens, Faye
Groeneweg, Mark
Hough, Rodney
Hulst, Gary
Huntsman, Deloris
Jacobson, Sandra
Lafferty, Deanne
Levering, Gerald
Lockhorst, Gary
Luchtenburg, Judith
Mahoney, Stephanie

(Please include our lost sheep's current address or the name of a person who may
know it.)
My name
Address

_

City

State'
Return to Alumni Office, Northwestern

Zip,

_

College, Orange City, IA 51041.

Thanks!

L

Miles, Kimberly
Newstrom, Kirk
Norby, Doris
Nordgaard, Leslie
Osborn, Mary Jo
Pannukuk,

Marlene

Sand, Phillip
Scholten, Leonard
Schoon, Gregory D.
Schouten, Beth A.
Schurman. Margaret
Sikma, Don
Sotoudeh, Kaveh
Symons, Irwin
Swider, Ronald
Tancga, Rick
Ter Horst, Daryl
Van Gorkum, Charles
Van Roekel, Dennis

~---------------------------------ATTENTION:

Please
fill out,
clip
and mail to:
Alumni Office,
Northwestern College
Orange City, IA 51041

FORMER

BAND-CHOIR

_

PARTICIPANTS

We are trying to update our files regarding alumni participation in band, a
capella choir, and chapel choir. Many of you received a letter from Prof. Van
Wyk and the music faculty regarding the chapel hymnal phonathon. However,
we're sure that due to inaccurate records a number of former participants were
missed. Would you like to have your files updated to show your participation?
Then fill in and mail this form to the Alumni Office.

I participated
Smith
__

under these directors:
__

Toering

Van Wyk

Utke

Baar

__

Ritsema

Canaan

Name

_

Address

_

Res. Phone

Bus. Phone

Is this a new address? __

yes

__

_

no

r---------------------------------------------------------I
HAVE YOU MOVED?
If your mailing address has changed, or if THE CLASSIC is addressed to
your son/daughter who no longer maintains a permanent address at your home,
please fill out the form below listing the NEW address, and mail to:
Alumni Office
Northwestern College
Orange City, IA 51041

New
Spouse

___________________

Spouse

Class year:

_

Class year

_

Address
City
Telephone Res.

_
State
Telephone Bus.

Zip,

_

New
Children

_

New
Job

Name

I

ANY NEWS?

_

New
Degree

_

Comments

_

_

._--------------------------------------------------------

I
I
I
I
I

I

r-------------------------------------CAREER

SEMINAR

Name

_

Address

_

City

State

Res. Tel.

o

_

Zip-----

Bus. Tel.

_

I would be willing to come to campus to serve as a resource person at a career
seminar in the 0 Fall 0 Spring

D I would prefer to have a student(s) see me at my place of business.
D 1 would consider a NW student as an intern.
D I would be willing to write a statement about how my education at Northwestern
affected my career.
Comments

_

D Check if willing to contact prospective students in your area.
Your name and address

I
1

Mail
today!
Don't
delay! !

_

Mail to Alumni Office

-------------------------------Name of Prospective Student
Name

_

Address

_

City

State

Year of High School Graduation

Zip-----

_

H.S. Name

_

Interest Areas
Phone Number

_

Mail to: Admissions, Northwestern

College, Orange City, IA 51041.

-------------------------------------Will you please put these words in your will?
"All the rest, residue and remainder of my estate, both real and personal,
whatever situated, I give, devise and bequeath to Northwestern College, a corporation located at Orange City, .iA, to be used by its Board of Trustees, as it
may deem advisable for the benefit of said institution.">
You should have a will. Up to date. And in a safe place, Somebody else
will own everything you have some day. Why not be sure who? The only
way to be sure is to have a will. And don't think you'll have one-50
percent of adult Americans do not-unless
you sit down with your lawyer and
make a will.
*If you art' considering a bequest to Northwestern College, there arc certain words we wish you

1983 Charter Members of Hall of Fame
Dave Aalbers
Barb Bahrke
Mike Bengard
David Bomgaars
Gregg Bosch
Paul Colenbrander
Jeff De Haan
Daryl Hoogeveen
David Korver
Kelvin Korver
Larry Korver
Russell Kraai
Jim woudstra
Darrell Kruen

would include ill your will or codicil.

Please send me, without obligation,
estate planning.
Name_~

Northwestern

_

Address
City

_
~

State'

Curt Krull
Davie Meylink
Tom Rieck
Larry Smith
Rick Vander Berg
Jerry Van Es
Brad Van Rooyen
Bob Vermeer
Gary Vetter
Cornie Wassink
Tony Weiler
1984 Inductees
Steve King
Paul Muyskens

'74
'72
'74
'65
'68
'71
'76
'74
'76
'73
'76
'72
'48

Past Alumna! Alumnus of the Year

booklets on wills and

~

'73
'80
'75
'77
'72
'42
'77
'76
'65
'72
'54
'37
'74
'65

Zip-----

Clip and mail tn: Development Office, Northwestern College, Orange City, IA 51041

--------------------------------------

1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982

~
~
-

Alfred Popma
Arie R. Brouwer
Robert Giebink
Stan ley Vande Aarde
Donald D. Jiskoor
Alfred Aalberts

1983 -c-. Harriet Heusinkveld
1984 ~ Dr. Leo Landhuis

Class of
t924
t954

1936
t951

1961
1933
193t
1934
1954

Gala Auction
BARGAIN HUNTING OF A DIFFERENT SORT
Most of us go to an auction to find a bargain. That's understandable. We all love to
get a good deal. Northwestern's Gala Auction gives you two good deals: a chance to
make a generous contribution which could help a deserving student or assist with
other worthy projects, as well as a chance to have a great time doing it.
Last year, we had tons of fun at the Gala Auction-excellent
food and great company-and
we raised over $10,000 for Northwestern's scholarship fund. Painless
philanthropy, plus fun!
So you'd better note Saturday, February 22, 1986, on your calendar NOW!
Last time we auctioned such things as vacation plans, halves of beef and hogs, and
paintings. Think: "What can I donate?", then let your imagination run wild. Maybe
you can offer a visitor bed and breakfast if you live in a resort area in Michigan or
Washington. Let us know soon what you want to donate.
I'm sure many of you will also want to put in a bid, or at least get a copy of the bidder's booklet, so mail in your request right now to:
Alumni Office
Northwestern College
Orange City, Iowa 51041
Attention: Gala Auction

News in
photos

--'

Her three brothers echoed the words
of Kim, who said of their parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Bennie Mulder, "Mom and
dad have shown us how to live Christian lives by their example." The
Mulders were honored at a luncheon as

"Parents of the Year" on Sept. 2]st.
Kim, Brett and Brian Mulder
graduated
from Northwestern;
Scott, a

junior, nominated the Mulders. He
praised his parents for their "spiritual
and financial support." All four of the
Mulder's children, as well as other

members of the family, attended the
luncheon. Bennie Mulder's brother,
John, said, "The college couldn't have
chosen a better coup le.'
At the half-time of the football game,
Dr. Bultman

introduced

the Mulders

and presented them with a plaque.

Dr. John Perkins, founder of Voice
of Calvary Ministries, spoke on
"'Justice, and Racism and the Human
Experience" on October 3 and 4, as
part of this semester's "Scholars and
Artists in Residence" program.

Beth Beran Drake, Class of '85, (left) and Naoko Muro were among
many who met during a "get acquainted" session for those attending
the summer session for international students. Area residents, such as
Beth, agreed to invite students into their homes and take them on
shopping trips and to church services.

Cynthia Honeycutt
hands check for
$50 to Librarian
Art Hielkema.
Cynthia won the
award at a conference at USD in
Vermillion for the
best paper on
World History.
The check will be
used to buy
history books for
the library.
Photo,l' hy Bill LOl'e/ad)'

Joanna Williams' uSummer Service Project" involved working with
four Reformed Churches in New York's greater metro area. Joanna
(top right) taught children from ages six to twelve in Vacation Bible
Schools; they came from diverse backgrounds. She says she learned to
rely on God to provide strength, creativity and sensitivity to meet the
challenges of each day. hThis summer I came closer to the Lord and
my eyes were opened to the desperate need in the cities for Jesus
Christ," she said.

Alumni Director's Report
from Doug Van Berkum, Class of '62

Your Alumni Association's leadership is really beginning to zero in on
what we can do to help Northwestern
College. When we really get to looking
at what it is we can do to pay her back,
it comes to this:
-Help provide names and recruit
students
-Help in the placement of Northwestern graduates
«Provide financial help for the programs
The Admissions Office has solicited
your help in providing

names.

Perhaps

you laid this request aside. You will
find a reproduction of it in this issue.
The Association is doing some exciting

planning

to get alumni

involved

with students in looking at careers. We
are planning to run a career seminar

this year on campus. We'll be bringing
back alumni to talk with students regarding their career.
But that's not the only way you can
help. Could you give a day or part of a
day to meet with students on a one-toone basis? Would you be willing to
have a student come to your place to
talk with you? Would you mind a student "shadowing" you for a week during their free time? How about writing
a short statement on what Northwestern
has meant to you in your career? I'm
sure there are more ways to help, but
this gives you some ideas. We'll be expanding this more as time goes on.
When you get re-involved with
Northwestern, lots of things can happen! Fill out the form in this issue now.
Thirdly, we need financial support
from our alumni. We're running a small
phonathon this fall, but we need to get
everyone on board to help in sustaining
the mission of this great institution.
Why can't we be among the leaders in
the nation for percentage of alumni involved financially with their alma
mater?
Just imagine if each of our 7,000
alums designated $1 per week for a
year to Northwestern's Annual Fund.
That figures to be over $350,000 per
year!
Can alumni make an impact? You
bet we can!
The National Alumni Board meeting
and accompanying Gala Auction has
been re-scheduled for Thursday, Friday
and Saturday, February 20, 21 and 22,
1986.

NATIONAL
Term Expiring in 1985
Mary Bezuyen, Hawthorne, NJ
Marvin Boelman, Valley Springs, SO
Gary Bomgaars, Denver, CO
Dale Boone, Orange City, lA
Betty Ferrell, Orange City, lA
Douglas Groen, San Antonio, TX
Carol Schemper, Sheldon, lA
Paul Schneider, Sioux City, IA
Andrea Van Beek, Orange City, IA
Helen Vander Broek (Sec.), Orange City, IA
Judy Van Peursem, Luverne, MN
Linda Van Peursem, Middleton, WI

ALUMNI

Chapter
Reports
Twin Cities-Planning
Sessions have
been held, and further information on
this chapter will be forthcoming.
Michigan-Word
from the Great
Lakes State indicates they have met a
second time - November I in Grandville.
Wisconsin-On
Saturday, September
14, a group of Wisconsin alums met at
Hingham for a brat-fry. About 30 people were present. The Alumni Director
gave a short report and the Alumni
video tape, "Northwestern In
Review," was shown. Plans for
a future meeting and place were
discussed.
Central Iowa-On
Sunday afternoon, October 6, the Des Moines Area
alums met at the Meredith Drive
Reformed Church. Our new president,
Dr. James Bultman, and Doug Van
Berkum, made some comments and
discussed the role of alumni in NW's
growth. The video tape was shown, and
refreshments were served. Plans were
made to continue efforts to have an active chapter in Central Iowa.
Siouxland Chapter-Because
of the
close proximity to Orange City, this
chapter has a different set of objectives.
Following the return of a questionnaire,
the screening committee set in motion
plans to offer classes to alumni at
reduced rates, special Alumni Seminars,
etc. They are planning a coffee after
the alumni basketball game on
November 16. They also are planning
to help with the Gala Auction in
February, and have discussed ideas for
funding a traveling parade entry to promote Northwestern. They invite all
Iowa alums to become involved.

BOARD MEMBERS

Term Expiring in 1986
Alfred Aalberts, Orange City, IA
David Bomgaars, Orange City, IA
Scott Dunlop, New Hope, MN
Mary Hight, Thousand Oaks, CA
Harriet Hulstein , Orange City. lA
Larryl Humme, Frankfort. IL
Leon Koster, Sioux City, IA
Terry Meekma, Orange City, IA
Linda Te Grotenhuis, Orange City, lA
Merrita Tumonong, Grand Rapids, MI
Barbara Van Roekel, Des Moines, IA
Douglas Zylstra, Loveland, CO

Term Expiring in 1987
Tom Behrens, Bainbridge Island, WA
Gary De Koter, LeMars, IA
Mary Eason, Alton, IA
Nolan Palsma, Wayne, NJ
Kathy King, Tucson. AZ
Arlene Mellema, Aplington, IA
David Raak (V. Pres.), Hospers. IA
Ron Schneider, George. lA
Jan Vander Wal, Manteno. IL
William E. Van Dyke (Pres.), Sioux. City, IA
Marilyn Van Engelenboven (Treus.), Orange
CitY,IA
Richard Van Zyl, Grand Island, NE

Marriages, Mergers and Births
MARILYN J. BOMGAARS ('74) and Robert
G. Mayberry II-Tampa, FL
CARL BRENNEMAN ('78) and Barbara Konz
DENNIS BRUNS ('72) and Susan-Richfield,
MN
JEANETTE BURMAKOW ('75) and Roger
Prunty-Marcus,IA
JO ANN (JODY) DE HAAN ('71) and Dave
Tckle-Spencer, fA
RANDALL DE JONG ('83) and Karen
Newman-Seattle, W A
DENISE DORNINK ('81) and Brad KingRochester, M N
CHARLENE GOUDE ('82) and Gary D.
Price-Coeur D'Alene, IN
LORI HOFFMAN ('77) and Curtis CookWichita, Kansas
CYNTHIA J. HUBBELL ('78) and Robert
Johnson-Hardy,IA
ARLA JOHNSON ('77) and William Korver
IRENE KATT ('81) and Edward Pough
Jr.-Catskill, NY
DONNA KIRKSEN ('77) and Roy ReimerRound Lake, MN
JULIE KLAVER ('80) and Bernhard SteiertKonigsbrunn, West Germany
LOIS KOOISTRA ('83) and Ned SuffernPatterson, NJ
RHONDA KRIKKE ('84) and Jerrold WyniaWorthington, MN
DEBRA KUIPER ('84)-lowa City, Iowa
ANNETTE LONG CS5) and Bryon HarrisonSacramento, CA
JOAN LUNDT ('84) and Steve HollesSheldon,IA
JANINE M. MANKTELOW
('83) and
Thomas 1. Colasardo-Long Beach, CA
JANNA MASON ('79) and Allen KingmaHawarden, IA
BOB McLAUGHLIN
('SI) and Susan ReneeOnawa,IA
SUSAN MEINEN ('80) and Artie MulderKalamazoo, MI
KEVIN NEGAARD ('84) and Gail Ver SteegJohnstown, PA
SHERRY PANNKUK (75) and Ken HedwallMinneapolis, MN
ROY D. PAUL ('82) and Mary Kay-Iwakuni.
Japan
JENELLE PAULSON ('S5) and Gerd
Clabaugh-Ames, lA
MARK PETRICH ('S2) and Dana ButcherArcher,IA
WALTER PICKUP ('85) and YVONNE M.
SAMPSON (83)-Pasadena,
CA
STEVEN P. REMINGTON
('S3) and NancyPlatteville, WI
CYNTHIA ROGHAIR ('S4) and Roger
Shippy-Pierre, SO
SHERI ROGHAIR ('83) and Lt. Daniel PfaffTempe, AZ
ANN SCHUTTE ('SI) and Matthew FinknerLincoln, NE
KATHY STREEKSTRA
('S1) and Marty
Henricksen-Randolph,
WI
RICHARD TYSSEN ('69) and Minnie De
Jong- Toronto, Ontario, Canada
BRUCE VAN AARTSEN ('83) and Lisa
Vander Griend
DORIS K. VANDE KOP ('73) and Victor J.
Chohon-Colurnbus, NE
DOUG V ANDER BROEK ('75) and Jane
Keats-Lincoln, NE

DARWIN V ANDER POL ('7S) and CarolynLoveland, CO
MARY JO VERMEER ('S4) and Darrel
Nyhof-Sioux Center, IA
GLORENE JANN WALLACE ('SO) and Kelly Bressler-Guymon, OK
MARY BETH WINTER ('85) and Scali
Johnson-Boyden,IA
SHARON WRIGHT ('SI) and Jerry VermeerIreton,IA
SHERYL WYNIA ('S2) and Paul Pilling-Clear
Lake,IA
MERGERS
DAN BARKEL ('85) and ANN BERGE
('S4)-Marshall, MI
STEVEN DE ZEEUW ('86) and JANE
VANDER ZWAAG ('S6)-Orange City, JA

Births
Remember any alumnus who writes or
calls the Alumni Office with a birth announcement automatically receives a
"Big Red" T-shirt for their child. Be
sure to include the year of graduation
for one or both parents when reporting
your new arrival.
With Agnes Steunenberg's help, we
get some of our announcements out of
the local papers. However, to get the
T-shirt, please send us an announcement.
JIM ('78) and PAM (BONNEMA '78)
THORNTON Son - Brent Lee, joins Erica Jo (3)
Mark and CONNIE (BASTEMEYER
'79)
Albers Son - Alex John
Paul (wrestling coach and PE instructor) and
Sharon BARTLETT Daughter - Addison Jeanine
Dr. GREG ('77) and Linda BEERNINK
Daughter.
Rilee Jae, joins Angela and Erica
GLORENE JANN (WALLACE '80) and Kelly Bressler Son - K.D. (Kelly Don II)
Glen and DIANE (VAN PEURSEM 'SO)
Brock Daughter - Lindsey Marie
CONRAD ('73) and LuAnn BURGERS
Daughter.
Allison, joins Emily (3)
Dr. KEN ('71) and EVELYN (VAN REGEN·
MORTER '69) BUSSEMA Daughter - Jessica
Ruth
JOLENE (JANSSEN '81) and Scott Calvin
Daughter - Meghan Holly
Victor and DORIS (VAN DE KOP '73)
Chohon
Son - Jason Michael
BRUCE ('79) and Stephanie CHRISTIANS
Daughter - Jessica Beth
DWAYNE ('75) and Paula CLEVERINGA
Daughter - Nicole Rae
Daniel and SHEILA (WYNVEEN '79)
Davelaar
Daughter - Alisha Marie
Mike and MARGARET (LEFEVER '82) De
Jager Daughter - Lacey Breann, joins Jesse Cole
Paul A. and ELAINE (WYNIA '78) De Jong
Son - Joel Steven, joins Justin and Jared
Mr. and Mrs. DAVID ('77) DE YOUNGE Son
- Mark Daniel
Mr. and Mrs. DAVID ('69) DlERENFELD
Son - Thomas Michael

TOM ESTES ('73) and DORIS DICKINSON
('81)-Little Rock, Iowa
JOHN S. KATSMA ('84) and MARLlSS
PIEKSMA ('S3)-Oostburg, WI
GARY KLETT ('76) and MARCIA
WINTERHOF
('S2)-Everly, fA
ERIC PETER SCHUT ('81) and DONNA
SUE INTVELD ('S3)-Sioux Center, IA
ZAIN SHAMMAS ('S3) and BESSMA
KHOURY ('79)-Bloomington,
IND
DAVID TELLlNGHUlSEN
('83) and KELLY
CONLEY ('84)-Rockford, IL
DARCV V AN GORP ('85) and DIANE V AN
MAANEN ('85)-Sioux Falls, SD
DANIEL V AN HOVE ('S4) and BETH R.
VAN BERKUM ('S4)-No. Mankato, MN
LARRY VON ARB ('S5) and KARLA RENSINK ('S5)-Orange City, IA

LYNETTE (GROOTERS
'74) and Hal
Dykens Daughter - Allison, joins Nathan (2)
Andrew W. Jr. and MARCIA (LENGER '73)
Dykstra
Son - Andrew W. III
LOWELL ('77) and Judy DYKSTRA
Daughter - Jill Marie
Gary and KATHY (MEINDERS '79) Fisk
Daughter - Tiffany June, joins Stephanie Lynn
TERRY ('79) and JANA (PRY '82) FIT·
ZGERALD Daughter - Elizabeth
GARY ('76) and Carla GEIKEN Son - Kyle
Preston
BILL ('79) and Beth GOULD Son - Timothy,
joins Billy
Ed and AUDREY (BOELKES '69) Hansen
Daughter - Jenna Joy
Thomas and JACQUELINE
(VANDER WILT
'71) Hardy
Son - Thomas Coleman Jr., joins
Sara (2J.h)
DENNIS ('7S) and Jackie HAYWORTH
Daughter - Kacy Ann, joins Chris
Mr. and Mrs. CALVIN HELM US ('81) Son
-Jason Dale
KATHY (STREEKSTRA
'81) and Marty
Henricksen
Daughter - Andrea Marie
Jim and JULIE (BOONSTRA '75) Hill
Daughter - Katy Lynn, joins Zachary and Abby
STEVEN ('84) and PATRICIA (DEN
BESTEN '84) HILT Son - Jeremy William
Russell and JUDY (BERGMAN '79) Huisman
Son - Kendall John
SANDI (KROSSCHELL
'79) and Jeff Hulst
Son - Weston, joins Nicole
LARRYL ('80) and Carol HUMME Son
-Nathan Brent
ALLEN ('72) and DOLLY (V AN
MEETEREN
'72) JISKOOT
Daughter - Angela
Dawn, joins Jason (5) and Amy (2)
DR, IAN and Elisabeth JOHNSTON (NW
Professor) Son - James Stuart, joins Sarah (7) and
Jennifer (3)
Mr. and Mrs. LAUREN ('73) KAEMINGK
Daughter - Jaclyn Marie, joins Jessica (5)
DANIEL ('79) and SUE (ALDERINK '79)
KAPPERS Son - Benjamin Jacob
Mr. and Mrs. ROGER ('73) KEMPERS
Daughter - Rebecca Ann, joins Brian and Joshua
Joe and PEGGY (HELDT '76) Kenyon
Daughter - Lori Sue, joins Michael Joseph and
Lisa Marie
Dale and BRENDA (WESTRA '81) Kraayenbrink Daughter - Nicole Mae

TERRY ('78) and Debbie KRAFT Daughter
-Andrea Joe, joins Nickolis
BILL ('79) and SHEILA (HOFFMAN '77)
KROGMAN Daughter - Sara Mae, joins Joshua
(3)
WARREN ('83) and SHARON (VER MULM
'83) KROONT JE Son ~ Adam Jon, joins Eric (9)
and Sara (3)
Mr. and Mrs. GLEN ('75) KRUGER Son
-Kraig Anthony
DOUG ('76) and Gail LACEY Daughter - Jill
Christine, joins Benjamin (7) and Jennifer (4)
Michael and KAYE (DE JONG '69) Lamb
Son - Joshua Steven, joins Timothy James (3)
THOMAS ('67) and DELORES (OL THOF
'68) McILROY Twin sons - Brian Keith and
Robert William
JEFF ('81) and BARBARA (PRINS '81)
MONSTER Daughter - Amber Lynn
BILL ('72) and DIANE (KLEINWOLTERINK
'74) MOORE Daughter - Aubree
Joanne
DAN ('74) and CINDY (TER HARK '74)
MOSER Son - Joseph Fosler
TOM ('78) and Brenda NOTEBOOM
Daughter - Lizabeth Ann, joins Nicole and Curtis
ORV ('79) and Evelyn OTTEN Son - Anthony
Robert, joins Amy
RICK ('79) and KATHY (BROWNLEE '81)
PALS Son - Christopher Thomas Joel, joins
Maria
ROY ('82) and Mary PAUL Son - Brandon
Loyd
Randal and LINDA (HAMMERSTROM
'77)
Porter Daughter - Holly Janel, joins Paul Andrew
JAMES ('82) and BARB (WEISS '80)
ROMKEMA Daughter - Elena Rae, joins Craig
(5) and Erica (3)
ROSALINDA (GO ONG '78) and Lai Kim
Sang Son - Joshua
ELLIS ('73) and BARB (SCHOONVELD
'73)
SCHEEVEL Son - Christopher Jordan, joins
Nicholas Ryan
GAYLORD ('73) and Bev SCHELLING Son
-Dustin Michael
Mr. and Mrs. NOLAN SCHIEBOUT Son
-Kyle Gene
FRANK ('73) and CHERYL (DE JONG '73)
SCHNOES Daughter - Kathryn Anne, joins Tara
Lynn (2)
MARK ('79) and Pam SCHNOES Identical
twin daughters - Sara Ann and Amy Beth
KIMBERLY UTKE (Assistant Professor of
Music) and Mark Schouten
Son - Will Matthias
REV. EDWARD ('80) and Tamera
SCHREUR Daughter - Rebekah Joy
ZAIN ('83) and BESSMA (KHOURY '79)
SHAMMAS Daughter - Noor Zain
BENJAMIN ('77) and the Rev. Mary Van
Andel SIKKINK Daughter - Annoka
Troy and PHYLLIS (SCHOLTEN '73) Smith
Daughter - Michelle Marie
EDWARD ('74) and JOYCE (VISSER '75)
SPURR Daughter - Lisa Anne, joins Christopher
COLLEAN (BOGAARD '81) and PETER
('79) SWART Son - Timothy Lee
DEBRA (V ANDER LEE '80) and DENNIS
TEN CLA Y ('80) Son - Daniel Lee, joins David
(2)
JIM ('78) and PAM (BONNEMA '78)
THORNTON Son - Brent Lee, joins Erica Jo (3)
LARRY ('77) and CINDY (LUDWIG '80)
TIGGES Daughter - Tara Rae
REV. DOUGLAS ('72) and Sharon VAN
AARTSEN Son - Joshua Dean, joins Rebecca
(2\;)

BEVERL Y (LANGSTRAAT
'66) and Gene
Van Berkel Son - Bradley Gene

JEFF ('71) and Linda V ANDER WEELE
Daughter - Priscilla Ruth
Tom and JILL (MEERDINK '81) Vander
Zouwen Daughter - Anna Loren
Kelly and SANDY (REDEKER '83) Vande
Zande
Son - Klint Russell
LISA (TUTT '79) Van Oss Son - Robert
Scott
LINDA (V AN DE KREEKE '83) Van Wyhe
Son - Bradley Alan
Mr. and Mrs. RICHARD ('69) V AN ZYL
Daughter - Kayla Renae
KEVIN ('79) and Debbie VELDHORST
Daughter - Colette Allison, joins Ceanne Joy
ROD ('83) and KAREN (CAMPBELL '82)
VELDHUIZEN
Son - Ryan William
Rev. RODNEY ('78) and Debora
VELDHUIZEN
Daughter - Erin Elizabeth, joins
Andrew (2)

JIM ('76) and PAM (MENNINGA '79)
VERMEER Son - Jonathan James, joins Nicole
(7) and Molly (3)
Jerry and SHARON (WRIGHT '81) Vermeer
Son - Michael John
GAR Y ('76) and DAWN (LINDSTROM
'77)
VETTER Son - Jurek Michah, joins Jacilyn
Verdene (5)
Mr. and Mrs. HERMAN ('78) VINK Daughter
- Ashley Elizabeth, joins Rachel (4), Jonathan (2)
and Michelle (2)
Alan and PAMELA (DENGLER '78) Weir
Daughter - Dana Lynne, joins Dale Brian
JAMES ('74) and JOANN (ARENTSON '74)
WOUDSTRA Daughter - Lame Joy
Greg and MARILYN (MUILENBURG
'78)
Zeuske
Son - Aaron Gregory

Deaths

GARY "MICK"
EPPING ('78) died after being afflicted with cancer. He was a graduate of
the Sanborn Community School. Most recently
Gary had been a counselor for the Veterans Administration at Knoxville. He is survived by two
sons.

ALIDA ('18) REINDERS died in Sioux City,
Iowa, after a brief illness. Alida had been a
school teacher in Orange City. ln 1943, she
moved to Sioux City and worked as a sales clerk
in Younkers Department Store. She is survived by
one sister.
ALICE (MELLEMA '64) BROUWER passed
away at a Sioux City hospital. Alice was a
graduate of Rock Rapids high school. She was
married to Richard Brouwer who died in 1962.
Mrs. Brouwer taught school for 35 years serving
districts in Aredale, Colwell, Ledyard, Cylinder,
Archer, Rembrandt, Rinard, and Rock Rapids. She
is survived by one daughter.

J. RUSSELL ('37) SYNHORST died in the
Wausau, Wisconsin hospital on August 3,1985.
Russ worked for Sears & Roebuck & Company
for 31 years. He was also a graduate of the School
of Law, Iowa City, Iowa, and a member of the
Iowa Bar Association. His wife Marjorie Anderson survives along with a son and a daughter.
HILDA (BLOM '32) VANDER
July 25, 1985.

WANDA (HUISMAN '79) KOOIMA died in
a car accident. She taught special education in
Sioux Falls for three years. She is survived by her
husband Steve and her parents Mr. and Mrs.
Wayne Huisman, two brothers and three sisters
FLORENCE (BANKS '70) BOERSMA died
at a Sioux City hospital after a brief illness. She
and her husband LEROY ('70) farmed near
Hospers. She was a member of the Presbyterian
Couples Club, a Sunday School teacher, and an
active Brownie troop leader. She is survived by
her husband, 2 daughters and a son.
JOHN B. SCHOPE ('31) of LeMars died of a
heart attack while fishing at Lake Madison, SD.
He had farmed in Sioux and Plymouth counties
and worked for Sioux Tool in LeMars. He is survived by his wife, Lucia Dawson, 2 daughters, 2
sons, and one stepson.

LUGT died

JIM E. ('SO) AEILTS and his wife Elaine
were killed in a plane crash southwest of Worthington, Minnesota. Jim was a member of the
Airport Commission, The Masonic Lodge, and the
American Legion. The couple was also active in
the First Presbyterian Church of Sibley, Iowa, and
were members of the Sibley Boosters and the
Prime Timers. They are survived by a son and
two daughters,
GERTRUDE (MULDER' 16) DOUMA died
in a Sioux Center nursing home. Gertrude taught
school for several years. She married Gossen
Douma in 1941. Gertrude served as a bookkeeper
for many businesses through the years. Mrs.
Douma was a member of the First Reformed
Church in Orange City. Iowa, where she was active in women's organizations. She is survived by
one son.
B.G. "BERGIE"
('26) VANDER BERG died
of Alzheimer's Disease on August 10, 1985. Bert
married Jeane De Jong ('28) in Orange City. He
was graduated from Iowa State University in 1939
and taught at high schools in Lytton and Sheldon.
In 1946, the couple moved to Dubuque where he
was Public Relations Director for Dubuque Packing Company. He is survived by his wife and son
and daughter.

ALICE (TOLMAN '35) V AN ROEKEL died
in Mountain Home, Arkansas. She served as
county recorder for 20 years in Sioux County. She
is survived by 2 sons and a daughter.
WILBUR J. DE JONG ('30) died June 17,
1985. Wilbur and his wife Jeanette farmed near
Maurice until 1974, when he retired and they
moved to Orange City. Wilbur participated in
basketball and football while at the Academy and
Junior College. He was a member of the First
Reformed Church and Northwestern's NcClub,
and he served on the Maurice-Orange City School
Board. Five of Wilbur and Jeanette's children are
Northwestern graduates.
LINDA (BAKER

'83) PATTEN

died October

7.
AGNES (VANDER AARDE '14) VERMEER
died in Artesia, California. after a brief illness.
Her husband Johannes preceded her in death. She
was employed as a bookkeeper in the Bellflower
area. She is survived by a son and three
daughters.
FLORENCE (VAN WYK) HUIBREGTSE,
a
former house mother ut Northwestern College.
died May 14. 1985. She was preceded in death by
her husband John who died in 1961. She is survived by two daughters.

CLASS OF '20
Andrew and Minnie (Rozeboom)
Buffalo, New York.

Sanko live in

CLASS OF '22
Rev. Marion Pennings lives in Grand Haven,
Michigan.
Bert and Lola Vander Naald live in Mapleton,
Iowa.
CLASS OF '24
Mrs. Cornelius Hubers lives in Fairmont, Minnesota.
CLASS OF '25
Anna May Teusink lives in Glen Rock, New
Jersey.
Herm Timmer is living in Osmond, Nebraska
where he retired from 35 years of preaching. Congratulations on 48 years of marriage.
CLASS OF '27
Greta (De long) Eason lives in Alton, Iowa.
CLASS OF '30
Charles Greenfield from Kalamazoo, Michigan lost
his wife Dena on May 12, 1985. The
Northwestern community ex.presses OUf sympathy to
the family.
Marvin and Josephine (Dykstra) Thostenson live
in Coralville, Iowa. Both Marvin and Josephine are
retired, and spend winters in Escondido, California.
CLASS OF '32
Arthur Den Hartog lives in Belgrade, Minnesota.
He has retired from an auto parts store he had for
35 years. He has two sons and seven grandchildren.
Pleun (Paul) De Zeeuw and his wife Eva Mae are
living in El Paso, Texas where he is retired
Vernon C. and Margaret Newendorp live in Bentonville, Arkansas.
Rev. Willis Vander Kooi has been elected by area
seniors to serve in the 1985 Outstanding Older
Iowans Model Legislature.
CLASS OF '33
Mildred Ella (Vander Bas) ('33 and '35) De Boer
lives in Firth, Nebraska.
CLASS OF '35
J. Paul Teeslink is currently living in Chippewa
Falls, Wisconsin and states a desire to hear from
other alumni of Northwestern.
CLASS OF '36
Robert Vander Schaaf retired from the parish
ministry in April. He has served Trinity Reformed in
Fulton, Illinois for the past 15 years. Bob also served 9 years in Belmond, Iowa.
William and Eileen (Verburg) wepfer live in South
Haven, Michigan.
CLASS OF '37
Rev. Lloyd De Jong lives in Storm Lake, lowa. He
recently retired from the pastorate of the First
Presbyterian Church of Fond du Lac, Wisconsin and
is now a part-time chaplain at Buena Vista College.
Russ Kraai, the director of the Galva-Holstein
Relays for 41 years, was named the honorary
referee of the 47th annual event. one of the oldest
track and field classics in Northwest Iowa.
Jacob Verduin has a new job. He's retired as of
May, 1984. He is currently living in Carbondale. Illinois.
CLASS OF '38
Rev. Dick and Marie (De Kok) Oostenink live in
Grand Rapids, Michigan. Dick retired in 1983

CLASS OF '40
Marjorie Weeks (Hospers) has plans to travel to
Yugoslavia, Rumania, Bulgaria, Italy and Africa this
fall. She is now living in Vermillion, South Dakota.
CLASS OF '41
Otto Huizenga lives in Denver, Colorado. He has
his own brokerage to Military Commissaries called
Otto-Co Sales and works paruime as maintenance
man at Fashion Bar. He has two sons who live in
the Denver area: Karl, 24; and Dirk, 29.
Alfred Vande waa and his wife Barbara are living
in Zeeland, Michigan where Alfred recently retired
from his family practice and has taken a position in
the medical division of the Grand Rapids D.P.
Clinic.
CLASS OF '42
Joyce (Muilenburg) Bender lives in Elba, New
York. Joyce received her nursing degree from
Presbyterian Hospital, Chicago, and her B.A. from
Hope. She is now retired with five children who are
all out of the nest.
Rev. John and Harriet (Muyskens) Maassen live
in Lansing, lllinois. Harriet retired in 1984 after 14
years as a kindergarten teacher in South Holland,
Illinois. John retired in June 1985 as Field
Secretary for the Synod of Mid-America RCA. In October he plans to join the pastoral staff of the
Crystal Cathedral, Garden Grove, California, on a
part-time basis.
Frances Elenbaas ('42, '44, '69) was featured in
the Sioux City Journal in an article that detailed how
she processes stamps for missions.
CLASS OF '44
Tony and Jean (Hietbrink) Scholten live in Brookings, South Dakota.

CLASS OF '52
Dr. Frank Calsbeek recently was a guest lecturer at Dordt College. Frank is an assistant dean
for the school of education at Southwest Texas
State University.
Ruth ('52 & '72) Ackerman is currently working on her music requirements. She lives in Lytton, Iowa, where the last of her seven children
recenly graduated from high school.
Milo and Sophie (Van Dne) Roberts live in
Belmond, Iowa. Sophie received her B.A. in
Elementary Education in 1971. She has now
retired from full-time teaching after 14 years.
CLASS OF '54
Gerald and Carol (Onken) Spiering live in
Biloxi, Mississippi.
CLASS OF '55
Arda Mae (Schroedermeier) Hoffman and her
husband Harlan live at Tyndall, South Dakota.
Arda Mae is a Chapter I Remedial teacher in the
Bon Homme county schools. They have three
children and two grandchildren.
Gary Hulst was the coach of the Cal StateHayward team that met South Dakota State in the
second round of the NCAA Division II basketball
tourney last spring.
AI Netten and his wife Lila (Top '56) live in
Bloomington, Minnesota where AI is employed by
Control Data Corp. They have two children.
Phyllis Steunenberg is an elementary teacher in
the Sheldon Community Schools. Phyllis has her
M.S. from Mankato State University.
Marlin Vander Wilt is the senior pastor at
American Reformed Church in Orange City.
Marlin was the speaker at the Homecoming
Alumni-Student Chapel service.

CLASS OF '48
Harvey M. and his wife Angeline J. (Sol it)
Calsbeek are living in Macy, Nebraska.
Keith and Marcine (Muilenburg '46 & '48) De
Jong are missionary teachers in Kodaikanat, South
India. They have been missionaries there since
1957. Keith is head of the Music Department,
teaching instrumental music. Marcine teaches one
section of fourth grade reading daily and does a lot
in the Kodaikanal community as President of CORSOCK; an organization made up of people of all
faiths and creeds who wish to help improve the living standards and way of life for the 20,000 who
live in Kodaikana1.
CLASS OF '49
Stanley Vander Aarde and his wife Darlene have
returned to the mission field for their fifth term.
They had previously been living in Indiana.

Henrietta Van Maanen is an area
Director with Iowa State University
Dodge, Iowa. She writes of how she
preciated the education she received
western Junior College.

Extension
in Fort
apat North-

CLASS OF '50
Gerald Ekdom lives part-time in San Diego,
California, and part-time in Kona, Hawaii.
Rev. Paul and Carolyn Vander Woude live in
Hollandale, Minnesota. Paul is the pastor in the
Reformed Church there.
CLASS OF '51
Norman Bastemeyer and Carol ('56 Veencamp)
live in Orange City where Norman practiced law, but
he recently took a job as an Assistant Ethics Administrator in Des Moines.
Joel and Arlene (Franken) Bensema live in
Freeport, Illinois. Joel has accepted a call 10 the
Community Reformed Church in Freeport.
Wayne and Joyce (Den Hartog) Kooy live in
Galien, Michigan. Joyce has been teaching fifth
grade at Galien Township School for 15 years.
Wayne is a mechanical design engineer for
Printed. Inc. in Benton Harbour, Michigan.

Elizabeth (Lammers) Van Wyk is an elementary teacher in the George Community School.
Betty received her B.S. from Northwestern
in
1969. Her husband Elmer is a barber.

CLASS OF '54
John and Lorraine ('54 & '55) Wells live in
Garden Grove, California. Lorraine has purchased
Chapman Auto Supply, an auto parts store. She
had formerly been a bookkeeper for 15 years for
Orange County Appliance Parts.

Milly (Van Roekel) Vande Kieft and her husband Henry live in Pella. Milly used her experiences with the Orange City Tulip Festival
well as she chairs the evening program,
Feesrhouden, for the 1986 Tulip Time in Pella.
Milly is the Children's Librarian at the Carnegie
Viersen Public Library in Pella.
Wilton Wielenga has been working as a licensed Clinical Social Worker at Family Service
Agency in Stockton, California for the past 12
years.

CLASS OF '57
Harold Vogelaar is on temporary assignment in
Bahrain with the Middle East Council of
Churches and is the interim pastor at National
Evangelical Church there.

CLASS OF '58
Rev. J.L. and Joyce (Van Zanten) Haspels live
in Parker, Arizona. Joyce has returned with her
husband, Rev. J-L and daughter, Jantina, to Indian work at Parker Valley Presbyterian Church
after spending ten years at Carlton, Kansas, where
her husband pastored two Presbyterian churches
and she served as lay preacher.
Marvin Huisman and his wife Helen (Van Es)
live in Littleton, Colorado. Marv is in software
training and development for Geodynamics Corp
in Englewood, Colorado.
Bob ('58 & '65) and Joy Vellinga live in State
Center, Iowa.
CLASS OF '56 & '58
Ruth (De Beer) Wilson was elected as President
of the Reformed Church Women at their board
meeting in Sioux Center.
CLASS OF '59
Dr. Roger Van Omeren, associate professor of
journalism at South Dakota State University, has
been honored as one of 1J winners of a 1985 national teaching award for graphics-design.
Rev, Edward Veldhuizen lives in Pella, Iowa.
This past February he became the senior pastor of
.First Reformed Church in Pella after serving 1OJ.h
years as the senior pastor of Forest Grove
Reformed Church in Hudsonville, Michigan.

Harriet Hinrichs Filhr Is a housewife and
piano teacher who lives with her husband and
two children near Boyden, Iowa.
Don Kuiper is a teacher/coach in District 518
in Worthington, Minnesota. He is teaching
elementary physical education. assistant football,
head girls basketball coach and assistant golf
coach. Dun's wife Julie has operated the HiHo
nursery school for the past 15 years. They have
one son who graduated from Northwestern and
the other two children are presently attending
Northwestern. Wow! A grand slam.
Marlene (Star) Mellema is an elementary
teacher in the Central Lyon Community Schools
in Rock Rapids, Iowa. She and her husband live
on a farm near Rock Rapids and have three girls,
Cindy (20), CArrie (17), and Julie (13).
Dave and Ellen Nieuwenhuis live in Santa
Rosa, California. Dave works for Western Cabinet
Distributors.
Allan Schimmel is the corporate Secretary and
Assistant to the Chairman of the Board of Conrail
in Philadelphia, Pa.

CLASS OF '62
Richard Auberg and Dorothy ('52) are living in
Maquoketa, Iowa, where Richard is an industrial
arts instructor and Dorothy teaches second grade.
Elizabeth Den Hartog lives in Sheldon, Iowa.
Linda (Van Klompenburg) Massman of
Paullina recently opened a dress shop called the
Chicago Connection. The business offers dress
rentals for proms, weddings, and other special occasions.

Ken and Marlene (Star) Mellema live in
Rock Rapids. Marlene teaches first grade at
Central Lyon School in Rock Rapids. They
have three daughters: Cindy, Carrie, and Julie.
CLASS OF '64
Roger Wyngarden is not teaching at the present
time, but is working at General Motors
Hydramatic in St. Joseph County, Michigan, in
the Transmission Gear Plant.
CLASS OF '65

CLASS OF '60
Donald Baker lives in Waterloo, Iowa. He is
the pastor of Grace Reformed Church. He has
recently published a Bible study guide, Philippians: Jesus Our Joy.

Don Vander Stoep is the Vice-President
of
Development at Northwestern
College. Don's
wife Alyce owns and operates the Swing Set in
Orange City. Their oldest child Jill is married
and is now Mrs. Dale Pluim, Their son Jack is
a senior at M-OC (and is a member of the first
M-OC football team to make the playoffs) and
they have two daughters,
Alyson (14) and Emily (12),
-

Darrell De Boer and his wife Ruth live in
Brookings, South Dakota. Darrell is on the
faculty at South Dakota Slate University. He
has his Ph.D. in Agricultural Engineering.
They have two children, Michael (24) and
Pamela (19), a student at Northwestern.
Miriam (Schutte) Donaker is teaching in the
Sibley Community Schools. Miriam's husband
passed away last year. She has two children. John
and Laura,

Deanne (Post) Van Zee is a substitute teacher
at Rock Valley. Her husband Dick is self
employed with his business of Rock Valley
Block and Tile. The couple have 4 children.

\

Marvin Boelman is in his 21st year in education. He has been a principal for 7 years and is
now starting his 14th year as a sixth grade
teacher in the Sioux Falls School District. He
and his wife Pat have just returned from a trip
to Europe this summer.
Jerry Burgers and his wife Glenda live in Rock
Valley, Iowa where he is a lay speaker and is enjoying his first term on the Rock Valley City
Council.
Flora May Clayton and her husband are retired.
They spend 4-5 months in Mesa, Ariz., and enjoy
their hobbies of golf, cards, dance, quilt making,
and music. The couple has three children.
Rev. Gary DeGeest is a United Methodist
Minister in Hornick, Iowa. Gary's wife Marlene
accepted the Alumnus of the Year Award for her
brother Rob at the Alumni Banquet. The couple
has two children. Laura, a junior at Northwestern
and Dan, 15.

Gerald Van Diepen is a 4th grade teacher in the
Sibley/Ocheyedan Schools. Gerald and his wife
enjoy making "country" wood crafts and punched
tin and copper items. In addition Gerald farms
and is an organist at the l st Reformed Church in
Sibley. The couple have two daughters, Health
(16) and Molly (13).
Carolyn (Schoon) Palas is living in Naperville,
l1linois. She has her Masters degree in Educational Media. She has two sons, Douglas (10) and
Daniel (6).

US Douma is the Athletic Director and
basketball coach at Northwestern.
us and Bev
are in their 5th year at Northwestern.
They
have two boys, Brent (a senior at M-OC and a
member of the first M-OC football team to
make the playoffs) and Craig, 14,
Arlan Draayer and his wife Marilyn (Van Wyk)
live in Sioux Center where Arlan is the ownermanager of Sioux Feed Co. and Sioux Feed Confinement. They have two boys, Brian (17) and
Douglas (14). Arlen is the Vice President of Iowa
Grain and Feed Association and has just been
elected to the executive board of the Northwestern
Board of Trustees.

Robert Dykstra is the owner operator of the
Te Slaa Trucking Business of Hull, Iowa.
Robert is married 10 Henrittta (Zoet) and the
couple have two children,

CLASS OF '66
Gene and Beverly (Langstraat) Van Berkel are
living in Sioux Center, Iowa. They have a son
Bradley Gene.

Rev. Cornelius Van De Hoef is the pastor of
preaching and administration
at Bethel
Reformed Church in Bellflower, California.
Cornie and Arlene (Van Aalsburg) celebrated
their 35th anniversary
this year by taking the
entire family to Hawaii for a week.
Merlyn Vander Lee has joined the staff of
Security State Bank in Sheldon as an assistant
cashier and agricultural representative. Merlyn
was employed for eight years by the Sheldon
Cooperative Elevator Association and for the past
15 years as a loan officer at the Sheldon PCA.
Merlyn and his wife Elaine have two sons Bryan
(a student at Northwestern) and Bruce, and a
daughter Beth.

Katherine Hayman lives in Lincoln, Nebraska.
She received her M.S. in Human Development
from UNL in 1983. She now works as a counselor
at the Independence Center in Lincoln, Nebraska.
She has two children: Kris and Michael Siemer.
David Korver lives with his wife Jan in
McMinnville, Oregon. They currently have two
children attending Northwestern College. Dave is
an opthamologist in McMinnville.

Paul Vander Wege Is a teacher and assistant
principal at Grant Elementary School in
Oskaloosa. He has his MA from Morningside
College and the couple han three children.

Norian Top works for the Schering Corporation as a sales representative
in Sioux Falls,
S.D. He and his wife Rose have two children,
Doug (19) and Laura (14).

David and
Engelenhoven
is in the Van
and Marilyn
M-OC. They

Marilyn (Docter) Van
botb work in Orange City. Dave
Engelenhoven Insurance Agency
is a kindergarten
teacher at
have three children.

CLASS OF '67
Terence and Janice (Meyer '64) Jonker live in
Wayne, New Jersey. Terence was transferred as
an Account Manager for EDS at Western Union
in Upper Saddle River. New Jersey. He has worked for EDS 13 years.
Gerald Bouma has moved to Westmont College
after 15 years as chairman of the music department at Dordt College. He is starting a new concert band called "Westmont Winds." Gerry earned his MA and Ph.D. from Arizona State University. Gerry and his wife Donna have two
daughters.
Margaret Morrissey acquired her M.A. in
Education Administration, and is currently living
in Cedar, Iowa.
CLASS OF '68
Dwayne Alons in a feature story in The
Review tells of the similarities between his two
vocations-farming
and flying for the National
Guard. According to Master Sargeant Marlin Noble, "Dwayne is one of a select group of top
pilots." Dwayne competed in October in a National Guard competition-"Gunsmoke
85."
Robert Schwander and his wife Elaine recently
moved to Kinnelon, New Jersey where he is
pastoring the Reformed Church.
David Sikkema lives in Willmar, Minnesota.
Kella (Klinker) Simonin has been teaching
English at Greenwell Springs Hospital School for
emotionally disturbed teenagers for the past four
years. She lives in Pride, La., with her husband
Charles.
Dan Smith lives in Rock Rapids, Iowa. This
past summer he was one of 15 chosen from 265
by Macalester College in Minneapolis for a weeklong summer workshop on Children's Theater.
This fall he is studying theatre at Augustana College in Sioux Falls. He is planning to produce
"The Wizard of Oz" this fall and to take it on
tour. He teaches at Luverne High School.
Esther (Koerselman) Van Dyke was recently
nominated by the Sioux City Junior Woman's
Club for a "Women of Excellence" Award. She
lives in Sioux City, Iowa.
Walter and Mary Elyn (Cupery) Wiersma live
in Friesland, Wisconsin. Mary has been teaching
as a substitute for seven years. They have three
children: Randel (13), Marsha (11), and Walter
(8).
CLASS OF '69
Marian Dalton is living in Evening Shade,
Arkansas. Marian received her MSE from Arkansas State University in Jonesboro in August of
1984.
David Dierinfeld is living in Mankato, Minnesota where he is the supervisor of the Child
Protective Services Unit at Blue Earth County
Human Services.

Myron and Mary (Heemstra) Guthrie live in
Waseca, Minnesota. Mary is an accountant with
Ronald J. Anderly Ltd. They have three children.
Beverly J. Jensen lives in Sioux Center, Iowa.
She graduated August 23, 1985 from the Graduate
School of Banking at the University of
Wisconsin-Madison.
She is presently working in a
bank in Sioux Center.
Thomas Keizer lives in Minnetonka, Minnesota.
Warren Langstraat Iives in Cottage Grove, Minnesota.
Dianne Duba Morrison lives with her husband
David and children, Malissa and Michael in
Parker, S.D. She has her BS in Home Economics
from SDSU and taught seven years. Presently she
is a homemaker and mother.
Harold and Brenda (Vande Polder) Pinkster live
in Kalamazoo, Michigan. Brenda is serving on the
School Board of North Christian School as
Secretary of the Board. She is also on the Education and Building Committee.
Ron Rensink has been elected district director
for the Independent Insurance Agents of Iowa.
Ron represents a nine-county area.
Richard Tyssen and his wife Minnie live in
Toronto, Ontario Canada. A reminder to alumni
living there that Richard is running for city council in Toronto.

Daniel and Karen Ramaker live in Adams,
Nebraska. Daniel is the new pastor at Pella
Reformed Church of Adams, Nebraska. They have
two children.
Sandra (Vlieger) Ritsema is a homemaker and
chaplain's wife in Germany. They will be in Germany until 1988. She reports that her husband
and 4 children just love the life!
David Schreuder is the minister for single
adults at the Crystal Cathedral, Garden Grove,
California. David has his M.A. in history from
Western Michigan and his M.Div. from Western
Theological Seminary. He and his wife have one
daughter, Anne Janette (6).

CLASS OF '70

Charlotte (Koopmans) Smetana and her husband Dick were married in 1972. He is
employed by the Soil Conservation
Service and
she is teaching at Exira Community Schools at
Primary and upper grade levels. Their
children, Todd and Robin are in the 4th and
5th grade.

Karen (Buysman) Behrens is now a housewife
after teaching for 9 years at Exira and Maxwell.
She and her husband Alan live with their two
children at Council Bluffs. Alan is a computer
consultant at HNG-Internorth in Omaha.
Michael and Sharon (Dekker) Geurts live in
Kiel, Wisconsin. Sharon has been teaching
Business Education at the high school for 15
years. They have three children: Matthew, Amanda, and Lindsey.
John Haack is a teacher-farmer in the Sanborn,
Iowa area. John taught for 6 years at Manson
three years in Denison and is in his 7th year in
Hartley. He and his wife Bev (Nelson) have a little girl, Kelly (17 months).
Merne Haack is the Vice President and Cashier
at the Sanborn Savings Bank in Sanborn, Iowa.
They have three children, ages 12, II and 7.
Marilyn (Holtrop) Jiskoot and her husband Rod
are the owners and managers of the newest
business in Orange City, the Dutch Colony Inn, a
motel on East Highway 10.
Wayne Kooiker lives with his wife Sue and
their two children, Will and Carol in Orange City.
Wayne is the Vice President in charge of financial affairs at Northwestern College.
Rosetta (Harmelink) Lauterbach is a 41h grade
teacher at Taft Elementary in Humboldt, Iowa.
She and Gary have two children Brenda (2) and
Debra (9 months).

Rev. Terry and Laura (Kreun) MuDer are
serving the Reformed Church in Allison, Iowa.
They have two children, Laurita and Micah.
Laura taught 4th grade for 3 years while Terry
was in seminary. They lived in Orlando,
Florida for 2 years and then in DeMotte, Indiana for two years where Terry served as an
associate pastor. For the past 7 years they have
been at Tri.nity Reformed.
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Connie (Kaiser) Van Den Dever, her husband Bob and children Kirk and Kelli live in
Brandon, S.D. Connie runs the Brandon Preschool.

Bernard Van Rockel Is the High School Principal in Waukee, Iowa. Bernie has his M.S. in
secondary administration
and supervision from
Northwest Missouri State University. Bernie
and his wife have two children Jamison (9) and
Dana (6).

Cornelius Somsen is the manager of Standard
Plumbing and Appliance Co. Inc. in Minnetonka,
Minn. He and his wife have two children Mary
Jean (7) and Jonathan William (2).
Jerry and Janice Steenblock Thomas live in
Kanawha, Iowa. They have four children: Chris
(14), Linda (12), Kelly (8) and Scott (2).
Marge (Delfin) Warkentin and her husband,
Ralph, live on an acreage near Linn Grove, Iowa.
They have two children, Jon (12) and Amy (10).
Marge teaches the art classes at the Sioux Valley
School, and Ralph works for the Eaton Corporation in Spencer and also does some farming. They
arc active members in the Riverside Presbyterian
Church in Linn Grove.
Ivan Wiersema is the Assistant Vice President
at the Cherokee State Bank. Ivan and his wife
have three children, Jeremy (12), Jennifer (9) and
Jaylene (4).
CLASS OF '71
Jo (Gaalswyk) Dorhout was the Bible School
Director of the Cedar Falls Bible Conference. The
conference is one of the largest mterdemoninationa! conferences with 6-7,000 in attendance
each day.
Stephen and Donna (Zevenbergen '71) Romein
live in Seattle, Washington. Donna received her
Master of Business Administration from the
University of Washington in 1981. She is now the
Vice President and Commercial Lending Officer
for the Seattle First National Bank. Steve is an architect and project manager at the McKinley Architects.
Gerald Van Es has returned to Orange City and
joined the Medical Clinic as of Sept. I, 1985.
CLASS OF '72
Dennis and Susan Bruns live in Richfield. Minnesota. Dennis has an M.A. in counseling and
testing from UNI in Cedar Falls, Iowa in 1976. In
1985 he received an M.A.l.R. in personnel from
the University of Minnesota in Minneapolis. Dennis works as a personnel administrator/supervisor
for ITT at their home office.
Bill and Marcia (Bleeker '69) Donkersloot have
recently moved to Pompton Lakes, N.J. Bill has
accepted a position on the staff of the Pompton
Reformed Church overseeing the area of Christian
Education and is also resuming his studies for the
Master of Divinity degree at New Brunswick
Seminary.
Larry and Janice Loven live in Midlothian, 11linois. Larry is a board member for Manitoqua
Ministries in Frankfort. Illinois. They have an
adopted son, Matthew Aaron.
Juanita McCreary lives in Brewton, Alabama.
She is a physical education teacher at Escambia
County Middle School in Atmore, Alabama.
Bill Moore is now Pro-manager for the London
Country Club.
Luann (Genant) Snyder and her husband Ken
have traveled across the Ll.S. during the last four
years sharing inspirational messages through
words and song in their work as evangelists. The
couple's two children also travel with them.
Pete Zevenbergen has accepted a position as
Director of the Mental Health Center in Cedar
Rapids. Pete's work was featured this past year in
the National Association of Social Workers for
his work with farm families in the Farm Crises.
His work was showcased from the New York
Times to NBC Nightly News to the Phil
Donahue Show.

CLASS OF '73
David Blake will finish his general surgery
residency on July 1, 1986. He lives in Tulsa,
Oklahoma with his wife Debra.

Ronald and 1acelon (Mikkelson '75) Bunger
live in Sioux City, Iowa. Ron is the Assistant
Pastor at First Presbyterian Church, and Jacelon
received an M.Ed. in counseling.
Conrad and LuAnn Burgers live in Humboldt,
Iowa. Conrad is an Insurance Adjuster with TriState Insurance of Minnesota. They have two
daughters: Emily (3) and Allison (I).
Vic and Doris (Vande Kamp) Chohon live in
Columbus, Nebraska.
Larry and Joanne (Crotty) Ebbers live in
Sheboygan Falls, Wisconsin. Larry is a senior
sales representative for Mead 1ohnson Company.
Joanne ran for public office and now is the clerk
for the town of Lima.
Mike Key and his wife Jackie live at Aplington, Iowa. Mike was voted as the North East
Iowa regional track coach of the year in class I-A
by the Iowa Association of Track Coaches.
Ellis and Barb (Schoon veld '73) Scheevel live
in St. Cloud, Minnesota. They have two sons:
Nicholas Ryan and Christopher Jordan.
Troy and Phillis (Scholten) Smith live in
Kalamazoo, Michigan. They have a daughter
Michelle Marie.
Phil Sam sen is living with his wife Evelyn in
Elk Grove, California.
CLASS OF '74
Ken Bahrke was selected to coach in the 1985
high school baseball game this past summer.
Kenneth and Leanne Renae (Peterson) Bailey
live in Orange City, Iowa.
Hal and Lynette (Grooters) Dykens live in Mitchellville, Iowa. Lynette works in Des Moines
Public Schools as a school social worker. They
have two children: Nathan and Allison.
Bruce and Lorene (Whitehouse '74) Dykstra
live in Dickens, Iowa.
Robert and Marilyn (Bomgaars '74) Mayberry
live in Tampa, Florida. Marilyn is a District Sales
Manager for Bristol-Myers.
Byron and Gloria (Vande Berg) Nelson live in
Carrolton, Texas. They have two children: Adam
and Brooke.
Lorraine (Bruxvoort) Sandbulte and her family
live in South Dakota. Last year Lorraine worked
at Augustana College in Sioux Falls for 71/2
months as a temporary Alumni Assistant. Her
husband works at IBP in Luverne. They have two
daughters.
Edward Spurr and his wife Joyce (Visser '75)
are living in Elgin, Illinois, where Joyce is the
telephone sales representative for the David C.
Cook Publishing Company.
Nancy (Truitt) Vander Velde lives in Cerritos,
California. She is a preschool teacher at New Life
Community Church in Artesia.
James woudstra is the Physical Education instructor, assistant basketball coach, and baseball
coach at Dordt College in Sioux Center. He and
his wife JoAnn are living in Sioux Center.

Bradford Beukelman is employed by Piper, Jaffray, Hopwood and Beukelman, Inc. in Storm
Lake, Iowa. He and his wife Darla have two
children, a daughter Bree Erin and a son Brandon
Cole. Prior to working at Piper, Brad was
employed by Iowa Office Supply until 1980.

Rev. Carl Boersma and his wife Amy (De
Young) live in Eagan, Minnesota with their
daughters Heather and Kimberly. Upon
graduation from western Theological Seminary
he was the pastor of the Silver Creek Reformed
Church from 1979-84. Presently he is the
associate pastor of the Peace Reformed Church
in Eagan, Minnesota.

Jackie (Woudstra) De Groot and her husband and three children live on a farm near
Orange City, She still does some substitute
teaching and is employed by Devries Fabric
and Drapery.
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Roy Benkelman is Assistant Vice President for
the Federal Land Bank Association of Fort Dodge
in the Storm Lake office. After graduation Roy
spent 3 months touring with the Continentals. He
then spent 3 years teaching high school vocal
music at Onawa, Iowa and two years at Sheldon.

Stephanie (Durband) Doeschot is a graduate
assistant at Drake University in reading and
study skills clinic. She has her Master's degree
in religious education from Western
Theological Seminary and is presently working
towards the Ed.D. at Drake with an emphasis
on curriculum and instruction.
She and her
husband have two boys, Stephanie was one of
15 homecoming queens that returned for the
weekend.

Joe Durham is employed as a business secretary
by Charles Durham Ag. Chem. Consulting. His
father assists in the design and construction of
fertilizer plants nationwide for StolIer Enterprizes,
Inc. Joe lives in Moline, Illinois.
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Catherine (Kale) FrohUng Is now the head
librarian at the Perry Community High
SChool. She received her Masters in Library
Science from the University of Iowa in 1984.
She taught high school speech and drama at
Ventura for 7 years. She is one of a number of
people that were hoping that Doug, Doug, Ira
and Bob would be back to do an encore at
Homecoming 1985.
Shirley (Boersma) Pemstrum is in her 11th year
of teaching first grade in the Primghar Community School. She is working on completing her
Masters in Elementary Education from Sioux
Falls College. Her husband Lee is the city clerk
for Primghar and they have one son John-a
red
head!
Verlyn and Kaylene (Van Dyke '74) Hemmen
live in Coopersville, Michigan. This past June
Yerlyn became co-pastor at Church of the Savior
in Coopersville after having served five years at
Twin Lakes Reformed Church in Kalamazoo,
Michigan.
Julie (Boonstra) Hill is a homemaker in Orange
City. Her husband Jim has been employed as a
creative design supervisor at K-Products until just
recently when he started his own print shop. They
have three children, Zachary, Abby and Katy.
Nelva (Van Wyk) Kleinhesselink and her nusband Chuck are living in Calgary, Alberta
Canada. She is a solicitor general in Community
Corrections-a
probation officer and Chuck is the
minister at New Hope Community Church. Since
graduation they have resided in Holland, Mich.,
and Midland Park, N.J.
Joan Mahn received her M.D. from the University of Iowa in 1979. She is. in private practice in
Des Moines.
Leah (Heemstra) Marth is presently working as
a school social worker for the Northern Trails
Area Education Agency in a middle school in
Mason City, Iowa. She has her master of social
work plus 15 additional graduate hours. Following
graduation she spent a year in Taiwan teaching
English as a second language. She has two girls
Emily (3) and Erin (1).
Susan (Kuipers) Phillips lives in Grand Rapids,
Mich., where she reports that after 8Vz years of
wedded childless bliss Shannon came home from
Korea at age 7 months on Christmas of 1983. Six
months later Lance was born on June 25 and right
now they are "pretty much my life".
Shirleen Plantage has been with Land O'Lakes
for 10 years and she is currently a computer programmer. She lives in Roseville, Minnesota.

CLASS OF '77

Doug Ritsema has his J.D. from the University
of Iowa Law School in 1978. He served a term in
the Iowa House of Representatives from 1979-82
and currently is in the Iowa Senate.

Henry and Virginia (Kuiken) Sandbulte live
in Sherman, South Dakota. Henry is a farmer,
and Virginia is a housewife. They have three
children: Arlin (7), David (5) and Ranae (3).
Jack Swart is serving as a missionary in Kenya.
John and Hillene (Kraayenbrink) Unangst live
in Alamogordo, New Mexico.
Doug Vander Broek is a chiropractor in Lincoln
Nebraska. He is married to Jane (Kats '76) and
they have a three- year-old boy Benjamin and a
daughter, Elizabeth.

Karen (Dejong) Walker was for eight years
an executive secretary at the Argus Leader in
Sioux Falls, S.D. Her most recent position
there was an the secretary to the controller.
Recently she resigned her position when their
daughter Anne Elizabeth was born. Her hobbies are reading and counted cross stitch.
Rev. Paul Wernlund graduated from Western
Theological Seminary. While in Holland he met
and married Becky (Denham). Their first call was
to the Reformed Church of Alsip, Illinois. Paul
served as a representative on Northwestern's
Board of Trustees from the Classis Chicago. In
December of 1984 they accepted a call to Trinity
Community Church of Brown Deer. Wisconsin.
He is currently the Chairman of the Synod of
Mid-America's Ministry and Parish Life Committee.

Bruce WUterdlnk is tbe pastor of the
Chandler Reformed Church of Chandler, Minnesota. He is married to Naomi (Hiemstra) and
they have two children Jean (4) and Jessica (1).
Prior to 1985 he was the pastor of the Sandham Memorial Reformed Church of Monroe,
S.D.

CLASS OF '76
Dennis Bolt lives in Waterloo, Iowa.
Steven Dobos lives in Casper, Wyoming. Steve
received his degree in geology from the University of Montana.
Gary C. and Carla Geiken live in Sioux Falls,
S.D. They have a son Kyle Preston.
Craig Hanenburg left the National Ballet of Illinois in 1979 and went into banking. He later
became controller of the third largest travel agency in the U.S. He is currently Chief Financial Officer for the Charter Travel Corporation of Des
Plaines, Illinois.
Rev. John and Lynne (Lenderink '76) Hubers
live in Hawthorne, N.Y. John's article
Demythologizing
the Arab will appear in the
August issue of The Other Side magazine.
Joseph and Peggy (Heldt '76) Kenyon live in
Sergeant Bluff, Iowa. They have three children:
Michael Joseph, Lisa Marie, and Lori Sue.
Doug Lacey works at Marian Health Center in
the Physical Therapy Dept. in Sioux City. He and
his wife Gail have recently been blessed with
their third child.
Marcia Schemper has been appointed to the
Executive Council of the Houston Chapter of the
American Guild of Organists, Currently she is the
music librarian for the Houston Public Library
and director of music for New Life Christian
Reformed Church.
John Schneider has been named manager of the
K-Products, Inc., manufacturing plant at Marcus.
He and his wife Lisa have three children.
Robert and Cheryl (Hietbrink '75) Scholten live
in Colton, S.D. Robert recently became the pastor
of the First Reformed Church of Colton.
Alan TeBrink from Arvada, Colorado, who
works for the Colorado State Patrol has been promoted to technician.
James H. and Pamela (Menninga '79) Vermeer
live in Orange City, Iowa. James is a Sales
Representative for KcProducrs. Inc. They have
three children: Nicole (7lf2), Molly (3), and
Jonathan (3 months).
Gary and Dawn (Lindstrom '77) Vetter live in
Des Moines, Iowa. They have two children:
Jacilyn Verdene and Jarek Micah. Gary was promoted to assistant manager of Micro Technical
Department of Data Management at Pioneer
Hybrid in Johnston, Iowa.
Curt Weerheim just returned from Korea and
the Philippines where he headed a basketball
team on a six-week mission lour. He is now living in Colorado Springs, Colorado.

Three members or the Class of 1977 who
graduated from the Unlverslry of Iowa Medical
School in 1981: (left to right) David Van Gorp,
Melvin Wallinga, and Jeffrey De Haan.
Curtis and Lori (Hoffman) Cook live in
Wichita, Kansas. Lori is teaching first grade at
Valley Center, Kansas, her ninth year of teaching.
Curt is a TV-videographer for KWCH-TV in
Wichita.
Robert and Dorothy (Nannenga) De Sioover
live in Alexander, Iowa. Dorothy works as a K-12
school librarian at Klemme Community School in
Klemme, Iowa.
Mark and Barbara (Hubers '76) Drake live in
Everett, Washington. Mark is a manager for National t-hr. Photo in Lynnwood, Washington. He
recently returned to the states last summer after
teaching ESL for four years at Baiko Jo Gakuin
College, Shimonoseki, Japan, Northwestern's
sister college.
Myles and Capi (Vellinga) Hupka live in
Bozeman, Montana. Capi has been working for
over eight years as a loan officer for a national
mortgage company. She has been recognized as
"Employee of the Month" in an eight-state
region. The company employs over 3,000 people
on a national level with head offices based near
Dallas.
Terry and Sue (Paarlberg '78) Klinker live in
Omaha, Nebraska. Terry was promoted to Oncology Sales Representative for Adria
Laboratories. They have two children: Jeff (7) and
Abbie (5).
Tim Poppen did a well received one-hour
workshop on puppetry at the Cedar Falls Bible
Conference this past summer.
Benjamin and the Rev. Mary T. Van Andel
Sikkink live in Park Forest, Illinois. Benjamin is a
residential counselor at Joliet Job Corps, Joliet, illinois. They have a daughter, Annoka.
Mike and Suzie Tolzin live in Luverne, Minnesota. Mike is a loan officer for Production
Credit Association. They have a daughter, Micah
Sue.
Rev. Calvin and Charlotte (Van Veldhuizen
'77) Vande Zande live in Hudsonville, Michigan.
Calvin has accepted a call as the senior pastor at
Forest Grove Reformed Church, Hudsonville,
Michigan.
Tom Van Rooyen received the top honor in
sales at Midwest Computerized Estate Planning,
Inc. by winning the President's Club award. This
is the third year in a row that he has achieved the
award.
CLASS OF '78
Arvin and Mary (Groen) Boote of rural Hull
have been named the Iowa Farm Bureau's
outstanding young members of 1985. The Bootes
were selected from 28 young farm couples in the
state.
Verlin and LaDon (Genant) Buchholz live in
Tripp, South Dakota. La Donn works at CR Industries, Springfield and is active with her husband in the Danzig Baptist Church. Verlin recently organized the Glory Land Male Quartette.

Sylvan and Carol (Calsbeek) Byker live in
Ireton, Iowa.
Dennis and Linda (Schemper) Doud live in
Eagle River, Wisconsin. Linda is a church
secretary, and Dennis is a bank collection
manager.
Dennis and Jackie Hayworth live in Grimes,
Iowa. They have two children: Chris and Kacy
Ann. Dennis is the manager of the Des Moines
Branch of Satellite Industries.
Robert and Cynthia (Hubbeu) Johnson live in
Hardy, Iowa. They have two step-children: Jessica
Lee (7) and Brett Allen (4).
Terry Kraft of Des Moines has recently received his CPCU degree.
Brad and Pat Roos live in Denison, Iowa. Brad
is a manager of Denison Iowa Municipal Utilities.
They have four children.
Randal Stumpf is the chief operating officer for
Dimension Tours located in St. Louis, Missouri.
Rev. Rodney and Deborah Veldhuizen live in
Eddyville, Iowa. Rodney is the pstor at Faith
Community Church in Eddyville. They have two
children: Erin and Andrew.
Alan and Pamela (Dengler) Weir are living in
Rockford, Illinois. They have two children: Dale
Brian and Dana Lynne.
CLASS OF '79
Dr. Greg ('77) and Linda (Nichols) Beernink
live in Orange City, Iowa. Greg received his
D.D.S. from Iowa in 1984. He started as a dentist
in Orange City in June, 1984. They have three
daughters: Angela, Erica and Rilee Jae.
Paul and Julie (Lensink '81) Camp live in Marshalltown, Iowa. Paul has been the music director
at the First Baptist Church in Marshalltown since
December, 1982. He also gives private piano and
organ lessons. Julie is at home taking care of their
daughter Cara.
Bruce and Stephanie Christians live in Edgerton, Minnesota. They have a daughter Jessica
Beth.
Gary and Kathy (Meinders) Fisk live in
Milford, Iowa. They have two daughters:
Stephanie Lynn and Tiffany June.
Bill and Beth Gould live in Sioux Falls, South
Dakota. Bill started classes at North American
Baptist Seminary this fall. He plans to receive his
Masters of Divinity degree with an emphasis in
Christian Education. They have two sons: Billy
and Timothy.
Mary Hight lives in Thousand Oaks, California.
She has received a Masters of Social Science
degree with an emphasis in Student Development.
Mary has been working at California Lutheran
College as Director of Campus Activities since
1982. Mary also is the new alumni representative
from Southern California on the National Alumni
Board. She replaces Paula Hettinga who moved to
Arizona.
Jeff and Sandi (Krosschell) Hulst live in Gladbrook, Iowa. After teaching Art 1-12 for six years
at Gladbrook, Sandi is taking a few years off to
stay home with their children: Nicole and Weston.
Daniel and Sue (Alderink) Kappers live in Arlington, Virginia. They have one son Benjamin
Jacob. Daniel works for Senator James Abdnor.
Sue formerly worked for the Library of Congress.
Jeff and Janice Kraayenbrlnk live in Cedar
Rapids, Iowa. Jeff is an Adult Recreation Supervisor for the city of Cedar Rapids. They have two
children: Kelli (6) and James (3).
Mike Meyer is coaching at Remsen St. Mary's
High School. Mike was selected as one of the
coaches for the high school baseball all star game
last summer. Mike's girl's volleyball team was
defeated in the regional finals to go to the state
tournament.

Orv and Evelyn Otten live in Monmouth, Illinois. They have two children: Amy and Anthony
Robert.
Steve and Susan (Elman) Risius live in Sioux
City, Iowa. Steve is a medical representative for
Wyeth Pharmaceutical Labs, and Susan is
teacher/director at Morningside Nursery School.
Jaimie (Beers) Shaffer is currently living in
Dubuque, Iowa where her husband Skip is attending the University of Dubuque Theological
Seminary.
Zain and Bessma Khoury-Shammas live in
Bloomington, Indiana. They have a daughter Noor
Zaino Bessma received a Masters in Health Professions at the University of Illinois in 1981.
Lisa (Tutt) Van Oss and her son Robert are living in Mt. Pleasant, Iowa. She has been teaching
second grade in New London, Iowa since 1979.
Kevin and Debbie Veldhorst live in Oostburg,
Wisconsin. They have two daughters: Ceanne Joy
and Colette Allison.
John Weygandt has his M.F.A. in Theatre
design from the University of Iowa. He now
teaches at Pomona College in California. He
authored an article in the Oct. 85 issue of
Theatre Crafts the major periodical serving
theatre design in the U.S. The article called
"Filevision for your lighting design" deals with
computer application for lighting design.

is now a Stann Lake Junior High Multicategorical
Resource Room teacher.
Jerome and Chelse Barry live in Omaha,
Nebraska. Jerome has received his Masters Degree
in Guidance and Counseling from UNO. He is
now in private counseling practice as a
psychotherapist at the Motivational Center/Outpatient Consultant part-time.
Diane (Van Peursem) Broek lives in Sioux
Center, Iowa. Diane works as an embryo
transferer for Trans Ova Genetics. She has a
daughter, Lindsey (4 months).
Kyle and Sharon (Schoon) Carroll live in
Maysville, Missouri. Kyle received his B.S. in
Biology, minoring in Criminal Justice. He is now
a Conservation Officer with the Missouri Department of Conservation.

CLASS OF '80
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Kelly and Glorene (Wallace) Bressler Dve in
Guymon, Oklahoma. Glorene is a Purchasing
Technician at Memorial Hospital. They have
one son, Kelly Don II (4 months).

Camille Belling lives in Odessa, Texas. She
has received her Master of Music in Cello Performance from Western Michigan University in
Kalamazoo, Michigan. She is currently
teaching elementary general music in Odessa,
Texas. She also plays cello in the MidlandOdessa Symphony.
Nina Abbott lives in Hanahan, South Carolina.
She moved there last September to teach school.
Beverly Bahrke lives in Storm Lake, Iowa. In
1984 she received her Master's Degree in Special
Education at the University of Northern Iowa. She

Brian and Cathy (Cosgrove) Cottrell hve in
Boone, Iowa. Brian is an insurance agent with
Chubb Life America, working with life, health
and investments.
Cathy is a librarian at Ericson Public Library in Boone.
Lynn Dykstra Davis and her husband Andrew
live in Chicago, Illinois. Lynn is a graduate student at DePaul University in nursing administration. In addition, she is the Executive Director of
District 21 of the Illinois Nursing Association.
She also maintains a practice in neurological nursing at Rush Presbyterian Hospital where her husband is a physician.
Michael and Linda (Wynja '81) De Krey live in
Ponca City, Oklahoma. Michael received his
Ph.D. in chemistry from Purdue University in
August, 1985. He is now a Research Chemist for
Conoco Inc. They have one son, Matthew.

Lonni and Christina (Barr '81) Docter live in
Tucson, Arizona. They started their own contracting business, Docters Manufactured
Housing Service and Supply four years ago. Lonni is
a licensed contractor
in the state of Arizona.
He builds products for manufactured
homes
such as patios, screen rooms, etc. They have
two children: Jonathan Michael (SJh) and
Jeana Marie (2).

Judy Drenth lives in Napa, California. She
received her B.S. in Computer Science from Iowa
State University in 1980. For 31f2years she worked as a computer programmer/analyst
with
DeWild, Grant, Reckert and Associates Co., an
engineering and architectural consulting firm in
Rock Rapids, Iowa. She is now an Applications
Analyst with Sperry Corporation on the Marine
Air Traffic Control and Landing System project in
Vallejo, California.
Blaine Duistermars lives in F1. Dodge, Iowa. He
is currently working on his thesis towards a
Master Degree in Higher Education through Iowa
State University. He is a Student Center Supervisor and Assistant Men's Basketball Coach at
Iowa Central Community College in Ft. Dodge,
Iowa.
Dale and Debra (Orthel '82) Dykema live in
Grand Rapids, Michigan. Dale teaches fifth grade
in Kentwood. He has been teaching in Kentwood
schools for five years. This past summer Dale and
Deb went to China as summer missionaries.
Carolyn Erickson lives in Graettinger, Iowa.
She works at Graettinger Community School as a
second-grade teacher.
Rev. Stanley and Mary (Heinssen) Hansen live
in George, Iowa. Mary has graduate honors in
L.D. at Augustana. She is a part-time secretary at
Immanuel Lutheran Church. She is also a
substitute teacher in the George schools.
Cathy Hoogeveen lives in Sheldon, Iowa. In the
fall of 1980 she attended four months of missionary training in Pasadena, California. She now
works in the Speech Department at Handicap
Village of Northwest Iowa. She mainly works
with sign language and has worked there for close
to fi ve years.

Co. as an electrical technician. Jody is church
secretary and a volunteer counselor at the Caring
Pregnancy Center. They have two sons: Kurt and
Logan.
Galen Kaemingk lives in Lubbock, Texas. He
teaches math and coaches football and track at
Roosevelt High School in Lubbock.
Renita TeSlaa Kahlstorf is a part-time teacher
in the Woden-Crystal Lake Community School.
They have a daughter Danielle (6 months).
Vey L. Kidney after Northwestern transferred
to UNI and graduated with a B.A. in financial
management He then graduated from Asbury
Theological Seminary in 1983 with a M.A. in
religion. He pastored a church in Indianapolis,
Ind. for 2 years before moving to Houston, Texas
10 assume the associate pastor position at
Bayshore Friends Church. He is engaged to Pam
Delo of Indianapolis and will be married on Jan
11, 1986. He currently is working on his Master'
of Divinity Degree in Pastoral Counseling at
Houston Graduate School of Theology.
Allyn Korver is teaching high school science
and math in the Everly Community High School.
David Menning is an actuary for State Farm
Insurance in the Property and Casualty line. He
has his Masters of Science Degree from the
University of Nebraska. He and his wife and three
children live in Bloomington, Illinois.
Arlie and Susan (Meinen) Muldeer live in
~alamazoo, Michigan. Susan will be leaching
fifth grade at East Christian School in Kalamazoo.
Mich Noteboom lives in Mattoon, Illinois. He
is currently the Director of Christian Education
and Youth at the First Presbyterian Church in
Mattoon, Illinois.
Joan Olney is a bookkeeper/teller at the
Citizens State Bank in Marathon, Iowa. She also
is a part-time secretary to her father who is a
lawyer.
Loren Pemberton has switched his loyalties and
is employed as an Admissions Counselor for
Eastern Washington University in Cheney,
Washington.

13. She and her husband Dick have two
children, Megan (3) and Krfstopher (17 months). They live in Forest City, Iowa.
Kim Rubsam is a Worldbook/Childcraft
Inc.
sales person. Kim also adds a strong endorsement
for the friends and faculty that helped and supported her while at Northwestern.
Rev. Edward and Tamera Schreur live in Long
Island City, New York. Edward is the pastor of
the Sunnyside Reformed Church in Queens, New
York City, New York. They have a daughter,
Rebekah Joy.
Douglas Smit is farming near Doon, Iowa. He
is married to Lori (Sass) and she is a second
grade teacher in Sioux Center.
Bernhard and Julie (Klaver) Steiert Jive in West
Germany. Bernhard is presently serving in Germany's Air Force doing photography. Julie is learning the language and culture of Germany.
Richard and Donna Swart live in Newton, Kansas. They have been appointed as missionaries of
the Reformed Church with the intention of joining
the Orma project in Kenya. Donna is a registered
nurse. In preparation, they are spending the year
at Western Seminary.
Dennis and Debra (Vander Lee) Ten Clay live
in Sheldon, Iowa. They have two sons: David and
Daniel Lee.
Dennis Ten Clay is a loan officer at Sheldon
Production Credit Association. He is married to
Debra (Vander Lee) and they have two sons
David and Daniel.
Carol Van Brocklin lives in West Des Moines,
Iowa. She works at the State of Iowa Law Library
in Des Moines.
Lois Vander Maten lives in Sioux Falls, South
Dakota. She works in the Finance Department uf
Norwest Bank.
Jewel Vander Pol lives in Richardson, Texas.
She is currently taking the Kitchen Designer Correspondence Course and upon completion will
earn professional accreditation as a Certified Kitchen Designer. She is presently working for The
Kitchen Studio of Dallas, Inc. as a kitchen
designer. She recently became engaged and plans
to be married on March 29, 1986.
Sandra Van Ravenswaay is a bookkeeper/secretary at the Vet Pharm, Inc. in Sioux
Center. They have 5 children with Rick attending
Northwestern and James, Paul, Jodi and Dan at
home.
Brian Voss is living in Parkersburg, Iowa and
working at Ackley Food Processors, Inc.

Rhonda Pennings has taught high school
English and art for the past five years. This fall
she began work on a Masters Degree at USD.
Her future plans are to teach at the college
level or obtain a job relating to writing or communications.

CLASS OF '81

,.Dean Hoogeveen lives in HuD, Iowa. He is
currently a school teacher for Boyden-Hull. He
teaches elementary PE~computer. Dean also
coaches volleyball, girls basketball and junior
high track. He has one daughter, Angie Jo (2).
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Rodney Hop is currently a student in the
photography program at Hawkeye Institute of
Technology in Waterloo, Iowa. Rod's wife
Jolene (Will) presently is employed at Schoitz
Medical Center as a social worker. Rod had
worked for the past 4 years as a medical
technologist at the Orange City Municipal
Hospital.
Jeffrey Jansen is a Branch Manager of the
Horizon Mutual Savings Bank in Lynden,
Washington. Jeff is also in the U.S. Army
Reserves where he holds the rank of Staff Sgt.
Gene and Jody (Miller) Johnson live in Sherburn, Minnesota. Gene works for Interstate Power
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Deane (Lacey) Quayle received her BSN in
nursing from Morningside. She has served as
camp nurse a number of summers and as a
pre-school handicap/special ed. nurse in AEA

Tom Behrens is the new alumni representative
from the northwest on the National Alumni
Board. Tom is filling the term of Helen
Beukelman who has moved with her family to
Lincoln, Nebraska.
Scott and Jolene (Janssen) Calvin live in Rapid
City, South Dakota. Jolene has been teaching
fourth grade at Ellsworth Air Force Base, South
Dakota, since August 1983. They have a daughter,
Meghan Holly (I).
Timm Dalman lives in Hampton, Illinois.
Timm works at the Quad City Nuclear Power Station in Cordova, Illinois.
Bryan Den Hartog and his wife Nancy
(Rowenhorst '82) have moved to Wichita, Kansas
where he will be in a five-year residency program
in Orthopedic Surgery at S1. Francis Hospital.
Nancy is a legal secretary.
Tom and Doris (Dickinson) Estes live in Little
Rock, Iowa. Tom received one of the N-Club
Coaching Achievement Awards at Homecoming
and Doris teaches in Boyden.
Matthew and Ann (Schutte) Finkner live in
Lincoln, Nebraska. Ann is Vice President-Branch

Manager, Federal Land Bank of Lincoln,
Nebraska.
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Helmus live in Orange City, Iowa. Calvin is an Administrator at Hope
Haven RTC.
Lee and Kathy (Streekstra) Henricksen live in
Randolph, Wisconsin. They have a daughter Andrea Marie.
Mark and Holly Ketelsen live in Thief River
Falls, Minnesota. Mark has been a K-Mart Apparel Manager for 1\6 years.
Denise King (Dornink) and her husband Brad
both work in the Mayo Clinic in Rochester, Minnesota.
Bob and Susan McLaughlin live in Onawa,
Iowa. Bob is teaching fifth grade in the West
Monona Community School System. He is also
coaching boys junior high track. Sue is finishing
her RN training and will be finished in December,
1985.
Jeff and Barbara (Prins) Monster live in
Ocheyedan, Iowa. Jeff is a farmer and raises
livestock. Barbara is a teller at Melvin Savings
Bank part-time. They have a daughter, Amber
Lynn (I).
Dy Ann Poppen lives in Newcastle, Nebraska.
She is teaching Learning Disabilities at Newcastle.
Edward and Irene (Kart) Pough live in Catskill,
New York. Irene is a housewife and part-time
"mother." They have two stepsons: Edward David
and Jeremy Clayton.
George and Marthe (De Zwarte) Rankin live in
Orange City, Iowa. Martha is a first grade teacher
and assistant speech coach at M-OC schools,
Orange City, Iowa.
Tom and Jill (Meerdink) Vander Zouwen live
in Edgerton, Minnesota.
Kent and Lois (Palsma] Van Roekellive in
Storm Lake, Iowa, Lois is a full-time organist at
the Alta Methodist Church in Alta, Iowa. She is
also on the Board of Storm Lake Christian
Women's Club as the Music Chairman.
Kathleen Ververs is now a Residence Hall
Director at the University of Wisconsin in
Oshkosh, Wisconsin.
CLASS OF '82
Dan and Julie (Bauder) Alberts live in LeMars,
Iowa. Julie recently opened her own beauty salon.
Jim Boeve coached Tabor to the 1985 South
Dakota American Legion baseball championship.
He is living in Alamosa, Colorado.
Denise Gormaat of LeMars has been promoted
to rehabilitation manager at the Plymouth County
Work Activity Center and Sheltered Workshop
Laundry.
Marty and Tarn i (Rowenhorst '81) Guthmiller
live in Sheldon, Iowa. Many is a Certified Public
Accountant with Denman and Company and Tami
is in Loan Operations with Security State Bank.
Joy B. Sampson-Haxton lives in Mason City,
Iowa. She is a Junior Administrator at The
Banker's Life Mason City Pension Center.
Mary Koob is an honor graduate from Sheppard A.F.B. Texas with a degree in Tactical Aircraft Maintenance Specialist. She is now stationed
at Luke Air Force Base in Glendale, Arizona. She
will be receiving specialized instruction in the aircraft maintenance field.
Kristine Legters is the Clinical Coordinator of
Education in the Physical Therapy Department at
Lake Erie Institute of Rehabilitation.
Douglas and Heather (Oglivte) McCombs live
in Henderson, Nevada. Doug is the Assistant
Director of Personnel for the SUMMA Corporation at Desert Inn Hotel and Country Club.
Heather is a Research Analyst for the Las Vegas
Review-Journal.
Greg and Linda Morgan live in Murfreesboro,
Tennessee. Linda is a Business Assistant al the

Thera Care Rehabilitation, a physical therapy
clinic.
James and Cherri (Hunter '83) Parks live in
Starkville, Mississippi. Jim received an M.S.
degree in Psychology in May, 1984 and Cherri
received an M.ED. in August, 1985. Both Cherri
and Jim are Ph.D. candidates in Industrial
Psychology at Mississippi State University.
Roy D. and Mary Kay Paul live in Iwakuni,
Japan. They have a son Brandon Loyd. This fall
Roy started attending Officers School in Virginia.
Paul and Sheryl (Wynia) Pilling live in Clear
Lake, Iowa. Sheryl is the third grade teacher at
Klemme Community School, and Paul is a computer technician at Sperry in Clear Lake.
Gary and Charlene (Goude) Price live in Coeur
O'Alene, Indiana. They were married this past
summer.
James Romkema is in his last year of
veterinary medicine school at ISU in Ames. His
wife Barb (Weiss '80) has her Masters in EnglishCreative Writing.
Vicki Rush spent six months doing short term
mission work in Amazon, Brazil, but is now living at home, working as a teacher at Rainbow Express Christian Preschool Center in Lansdale,
Pennsylvania.
Todd and Rachel (Wallinga '83) Schlitter live
in Crystal Lake, Iowa. Todd received his Master
of Divinity from Asbury Theological Seminary in
Wilmore, Kentucky. Todd is the pastor of the
Crystal Lake United Methodist Church.
Randy and Jane (Stevenson '83) Schreurs live
in Holland, Michigan. Randy has returned to
Western Seminary.
Dr. Rande and Debra (Klay) Short live in
Panama City, Panama. Rande is employed as the
Regional Medical Officer for the U.S. State
Department. His responsibilities include the
medical care for U.S. Embassy Personnel in
Panama, all Central America, and Columbia.
Debra has been travelling extensively throughout
Central America with her husband.
George and Lesa Stephens live in Sioux Falls,
South Dakota. George and Lesa both work at
Ciribank: George as a Credit Analyst and Lesa as
a Processing Specialist.
leff and Luann (Bylsma) Thibodeau live in
Emporia, Kansas. Jeff is the Director of Alcohol
and Drug Services at Newman Memorial Hospital
at Emporia. Luann has completed a masters program at Emporia State College, Kansas, and is
teaching the severly multiple handicapped in
nearby Guenama, Kansas. They have a one-yearold son, Greg.
James and Patrice (Jongerius) Unekis live in
Sioux Falls, South Dakota. James is a programmer/analyst for Citibank.
Andres F. VanDer Maaten graduated with
honors from the Drake University Law School in
Des Moines. Andy, his wife Karen (Heemstra)
and daughter, Maria have moved to Decorah
where he is associated with the law firm Strand,
Anderson and Wilmarth.
Marlin J. and Jane Van Peursem live in Sioux
Falls, South Dakota. Marlin has received his CPA
certificate and works with Charles Baily and
Company, CPA's.
Kevin Witte lives in Sioux City, Iowa. He has
been a service representative with Penn Corp
Financial in Sioux City since graduation.
Kevin Young lives in Sheffield, Iowa. He is
working for Perkins Restaurants in Clear Lake
and Mason City, Iowa, as a bookkeeper and
waiter, respectively.
CLASS OF '83
Joyce Andrews lives in Iowa City, Iowa. This
past August Joyce received a Master of Arts in

Music Degree from the University of Iowa.
Julie Anne Bogaard works in research strategy
management for a political consulting firm in
Washington D.C. The finn runs campaigns for
Republican candidates running for office.
Steve and Bev (Jasper '84) Bradburn live in
Vermillion, South Dakota. They have both been
awarded full teaching assistantships at the University of South Dakota.
Shari Brink lives in Sheldon, Iowa. She has a
new job as a math teacher with Wycliffe Bible
Translators. She leaves in October for Papua, New
Guinea where she will teach upper-level math to
the children of Wycliffe missionaries. This is a
two-year committment.
Susan Brinkhuis lives in Panora, Iowa. She has
been a nanny for about two years.
Sandy Buffington lives in Sheldon, Iowa. She
works as a Senior Counselor for Handicap
Village.
Doyle and Jill (Smidt) Christensen live in
Parker, South Dakota.
Tom and Janine (Manktelow) Colasurdo live in
Long Beach, California. She graduated from
westminlster College in Pennsylvania in June
1983
Wayne and Judy (Boom) Cope live in Carlisle,
Iowa. Judy is a substitute teacher in Des Moines
Schools, Carlisle, and Indianola. Wayne is a real
estate agent with First Realty in Des Moines.
They have three daughters: Jennifer, Penny and
Molly.
James and Sherlyn (Blom) De Hoog live in
Paramount, California. Jim will be attending
Fuller Theological Seminary in Pasadena. Sherlyn
is a substitute teacher.
Lisa De Kruif lives in Senatobia, Mississippi.
She is the head librarian at the Senatobia
Mississippi Library.
Paul and Amy Fiorilla live in Little Falls, New
Jersey. Paul has a BA in communications from
Messiah College and is the managing editor for
West Milford Argus.
Edward Grattan lives in Pipestone, Minnesota.
He recently moved to Pipestone to work at KLOH
Radio. He formerly worked at KVDB for four
years.
Mark Gunderson is a teacher-coach at Aquinas
High School in David City, Nebraska.
Takeshi Hayakawa took home two blue ribbons
from the Iowa Great Lakes Art Show held in
Spirit Lake last summer. He placed first in both
the drawing and watercolor categories.
Dean Koele is living in Sioux Falls, South
Dakota where he works for Midwest Coast
Transport.
Michelle Levigne received her M.A. in communications from CBN University. She majored
in film and writing and has published 25 short
stories in a portfolio which centers on using fantasy for evangelistic purposes in films and novels.
Scott Long works for Morgan Stanley and Co.
Inc. It is an investment banking firm in New
York City. Scotl attained his brokers license in
August of 1984.
Brenda 10 Moss is a United States Air Force
Officer stationed at Lackland AFB, Texas.
Nora Mouw is living in Menasha, Wisconsin,
where she is an Air Wisconsin Reservationist.
Sheri (Roghair) Pfaff lives in Tempe, Arizona.
She recently married Lt. Daniel Pfaff who is in
the Air Force at Williams in Arizona.
Steven and Nancy Remington live in Plattevile,
Wisconsin. Steven is a resident director at the
University of Wisconsin-Platteville.
He is also
currently completing his Masters Degree in
Guidance and Counseling with an emphasis in
College Student Personnel.
Darren and Lisa (Rensink '84) live in Sioux
(clJ/lIinllt'd
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Center where he is the owner and manager of
Pizza Ranch and Lisa is employed at Hope Haven
as a support services instructor and special olymplcs coach.
J. Thomas and Lori (Mathews '79) Ronhaar
live in Oak Harbor, Washington. 1. Thomas has
been working five years at Deception Pass State
Park, Washington. He is also working on a B.S. in
Industrial Arts Education at Western Washington
University. He does finish carpentry and woodworking in his spare time.
Donna Intveld and Eric Schut ('81) were married in July. Donna is a fourth grade teacher at
Kinsey Elementary School and Eric is engaged in
farming near Sioux Center.
Lois (Kooistra) Suffern and her new husband,
Ned, live in Paterson, New Jersey. Lois is presently teaching fourth grade at the Dawn Treader
Christian School in Paterson.
Melinda Swift lives in Marshall, Minnesota.
She works as a social worker in Lyon County
Welfare Department. She works with an adult
population of mentally ill, chemically dependent
and elderly people.
David and Kelly (Conley '84) Tellinghuisen
live in Rockford, Illinois, David is serving a oneyear internship at Third Presbyterian Church in
Rockford. Illinois.
Bonnie Tjeerdsma is teaching elementary P.E.
and assisting with girls basketball at M-OC. In
addition she is the head junior high track coach.
Sharla Vander Wilt is a physical therapist at
the Orange City Municipal Hospital. Sharla
helped write an article that appeared in the May
issue of Physical Therapy-The
Effect of Tendon
Pressure on Alpha Motoneuron Excitability.
Lynne (Brown) Van Leerdam lives in Chicago,
Illinois. Lynne works as a legal secretary for a
large corporation in Chicago.
Linda (Van De Kreeke) Van Wyhe and her son
Bradley Alan live in Sioux Falls, South Dakota,
Della (Jahnke) warpinski lives in Lancaster,
Wisconsin.
Nancy Wissink and her husband Paul recently
moved to Hull, Iowa where Paul will serve as the
intern pastor at First Reformed Church, and Nancy plans to substitute teach in the Boyden-Hull
School District.

CLASS OF '84
Peggy Jo Armfield lives in Spencer, Iowa.
Ruth Ann Birkelbach lives in Teaneck, New
Jersey. She will be stationed in Virginia starting
in October. Her job in the Air Force is Personnel
Specialist.
Rebecca Davis has returned to Southeast Community College for a degree in Materials Management Programming. She also is an accounting
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clerk for the Lincoln Telephone Employees Credit
Union.
Karen Goettsch is living in Great Falls,
Virginia.
Joan (Lundt) Holies is employed by A.E.A. e es
an elementary special education teacher.
John and Marliss (Pieksma '83) Katsma live in
Oostburg, Wisconsin. John is a commercial underwriter for Heritage Insurance in Sheboygan.
Marliss is a personnel and communications assistant for Plastics Engineering Company in
Sheboygan. They are expecting a baby in
November.
Daniel Knuteson lives in Hugo, Minnesota. He
received a Business Administration Degree from
UW -Stout. He works at Northwestern Mutual Life
as an insurance agent.
Mike Kooikma lives in Hull, Iowa. He is currently working as a Cottage Counselor at Handicap Village.
Doug and Rhonda J. (Blair) Lockin live in Des
Moines, Iowa. Rhonda works as a medical
technologist at Iowa Methodist Medical Center.
Kevin and Gail (Negaard) live in Johnstown,
Pennsylvania. Kevin has a B.S. from the University of Iowa. He is the Director of Athletic Training
Services working as a Certified Athletic Trainer
at the Western Pennsylvania Sportsmedicine
Clinic in Johnstown, Pennsylvania.
Bob and Penny (Karrer) Ries live in Brooklyn
Park, Minnesota. They are expecting their first
child in October.
Derek Sanchez lives in Denver, Colorado.
Roger and Cynthia (Roghair) Shippy live in
Pierre, South Dakota. Cynthia is an authority for
South Dakota Housing Development. They have
three stepchildren: Rick Allen (15), Tammy Annette (13) and Randy Harold (7).
Tracey Taylor of Grand Rapids, Michigan, has
received her AIM (Adventure in Ministry) assignment to St. Joseph's House and Shelter in Troy,
New York.
Mark and Jocelyn (Van Gorp) Van Heukelom
live in Sioux Falls, South Dakota. Mark is an accountant executive for KSFY-TV.
Daniel and Beth (Van Berkum) Van Hove live
in North Mankato, Minnesota. Beth is an assistant
manager at a women's clothing store known as
the Dahl House in Mankato.
Karen Westley has received her Medical
Technology Certificate from Presbyterian/St.
Lukes Medical Center in Denver, Colorado. She
now has a Medical Technology position at the
Presbyterian Hospital.
Darcy Jo Wink lives in Abilene, Texas. She
received her R.N. Degree from S1. Joseph's School
of Nursing in Sioux City in June of 1985. She is
now an R.N. at Hendricks Hospital in Abilene,
Texas.

Dan and Ann (Berge '84) Barket tied the knot
and are currently living in Marshall, Michigan
where Dan teaches junior high and high school
music and Ann teaches kindergarten through
eighth grade music.
Sandy Boone of Sheldon, Iowa has received her
AIM (Adventure in Ministry) assignment to
Synod of New York in Tarrytown, New York.
Cynthia Dyke lives in Lockport, lllinois. Cynthia is a governess.
Tsuneo "Ted" Hattori lives in Ames, Iowa. He
is attending Iowa State University for a degree in
ag. business.
King Hickman was accepted to attend the Iowa
State University's College of Veterinary Medicine.
He was accepted in the school's early acceptance
program which recognizes outstanding students.
Cheryl Honken is currently living in Taiwan.
She is teaching English as a second language at
two different universities in Taipei for one year.
Laura Izenbart is teaching first grade in George,
Iowa. She replaces another Northwestern
grad-Ann
Berge.
Vivian Koerselman has accepted a teaching
position in the Hills Minnesota Christian SchooL
Pat Kruger is teaching third grade at M-OC and
is also the assistant junior high volleyball and
junior high track coach.
Lisa Palsma is teaching sixth grade in the
Granville-Spalding School System.
Walter and Yvonne (Sampson '83) Pickup are
from Pasadena, California. Yvonne is a sales
representative with Foster Farms, a major food
distribution company specializing in poultry.
Walter is a graduate student seeking a M.Div. at
Fuller Theological Seminary.
Debra Prins of Ireton, Iowa, has received her
AIM (Adventure in Ministry) assignment to First
Reformed Church in St. Catherines, Ontario.
Karen Skog is teaching third grade in
Granville-Spalding
School System.
Shirley Vanden Berge lives in St. Paul, Minnesota. She has graduated from the University of
South Dakota with a major in accounting. She is
now an auditor with Arthur Anderson & Co., a
CPA firm in Minneapolis.
Diane Van Gorp (Van Maanen) and her husband Darcy are currently living in Sioux Falls,
S.D.
Teresa Weerheim is the kindergarten teacher in
Sanborn, Iowa.

CLASS OF '86
Lisa (Brink) McMullen is finishing
at Morningside College working for a
Communication.
Dan Mortenson was graduated with
theology major from the Moody Bible
Chicago.
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